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SAMENVATTING

Eb getijde delta's of buitendelta's zijn sediment accumulaties aan de zeezijde van
zeegaten tussen barriere eilanden. De ebstroom die, door de zeegaten, de lagune achter
de barriere eilanden (in dit geval de Waddenzee) verlaat, is de belangrijkste factor voor
de vorming van dergelijke buitendelta's. Daamaast spelen processen in de open zee,
zoals golven, stromingen langs de kust en getijdestrorningen in zee een ro!. De afvoer
van zoet water en de aanvoer van sediment direct vanuit een brongebied op het land
zijn factoren van geen of ondergeschikt belang. In morfologisch en dynarnisch opzicht
zijn eb-delta's direct gelieerd aan de bijbehorende zeegaten en ze vormen, met de
bijbehorende getijdegeulen, belangrijke morfologische elementen van barriere eiland
systemen. Moslow & Tye (1985) stellen dat afzettingen gevormd in getijde geulen
tussen barriere eilanden qua preservatie potentieel de belangrijkste sedimentaire facies
van barriere kustlijnen vormen. De Holocene ondergrond in verschillende recente
barriere eiland systemen bestaat voor 30% tot 50% uit de opvulling van getijdegeulen
(Heron et aI., 1984; Moslow & Tye, 1985).
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Figuur 1. De morfologie van eb-getijde delta's gebaseerd op het onderzoek van de buitendelta van het
Marsdiep (Texel), de Vliestroom (Terschelling) en het Bomdiep (Ameland). Zie hoofdstukken 3, 4 en 5.
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Het voorkomen van eb getijde delta's
Eb getijde delta's vormen een on10smake1ijk gehee1 met de zeegaten (getijde inlaten,
'tidal inlets') tussen barriere eilanden. Daarmee bepaalt het voorkomen van barriere
eilanden ook het voorkomen van eb getijde delta's. Kustlijnen die worden gevormd door
barriere eilanden vormen meer dan 10% van de totale lengte van aIle kustlijnen ter
wereld (Cromwell, 1971). Een derde ervan wordt aangetroffen langs de kust van Noord
Amerika. De verspreiding van barriere eilanden is voorts gerelateerd aan het tektonische
regime (Glaeser, 1978). Passieve marges bestaan voor ca. 12% uit kustlijnen gevormd
door (de helft van aIle) barriere eilanden; de kusten langs shelf zeeen voor 9,6% en
actieve marges voor ca. 8% (Glaeser, 1978). Het relatief grote aantal barriere eilanden
langs passieve marges lijkt het gevolg te zijn van een relatief grote beschikbaarheid van
sediment in combinatie met een relatief breed continentaal plat. Dit laatste leidt tot een
verzwakking van golven opgewekt in de open oceaan. Bovendien leidt de morfologie
van shelf zeeen en de omringende landmassa's in het algemeen tot een toename van de
verticale en horizontale getijde bewegingen.
De Waddeneilanden omvatten 17 grotere, bewoonde barriere eilanden en meerdere
kleine onbewoonde eilanden en zandbanken. De waddenkust kent ongeveer 40 "tidal
inlets"; het Marsdiep, ten zuiden van Texel is daarvan de grootste en de meest zuide
lijke en vormt het belangrijkste onderwerp van dit proefschrift.

Eerder onderzoek aan eb getijde delta's
De eerste studies van eb getijde delta's werden verricht in de jaren dertig (van Veen,
1935; Gaye & Walther, 1935). In de jaren '70 werd begonnen aan gedetaiIleerde
onderzoekingen vanuit de olie industrie met het oog op de potentie van dit soort
afzettingen als reservoir gesteente en ook met het oog op waterstaatkundige activiteiten.
Veel is gepubliceerd over:
1)

hydrodynamica van inlet systemen (bijv. Bruun & Gerritsen, 1959; Price, 1963;
O'Brien, 1969; Davis & Fox, 1981);

2)

sediment transport patronen (bijv. Oertel, 1972; FitzGerald et aI., 1976; Hubbard et

3)

de dynamica van bodemvormen (bijv. Hine, 1975; HUbbard, 1975; FitzGerald, 1976;

al., 1977a; Gallivan & Davis, 1981; Hanisch, 1981; Nummedal & Penland, 1981);
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Hubbard et al., 1979);
4) de relaties tussen de grootschalige morfo1ogie en de verplaatsing van sediment
(Hayes, 1975, 1979; Goldsmith et aI., 1975; Nummedal et aI., 1977; Finley, 1978;
Numrnedal & Fischer, 1978) en
5)

de aard van de oppervlakte sedimenten (bijv. Oertel, 1973; Winkelmo1en &
Veenstra, 1974; Hubbard et aI., 1977b).

Al deze onderzoeken bevestigen het idee dat het transport van sediment in de hoofdgeul
door de eb wordt gedomineerd (vandaar dat veelal het begrip eb-geul wordt gebruikt) en
dat in de ondiepere geulen ter weerszijden en ook op de hogere delen ("shoals", "swash
bars", "swash platforms"; Fig. 1) de v10ed dominant is. De bodemvormen en sedimen
taire structuren in de geulen worden gevormd door getijdestromingen; op de ondiepten
worden ze vooral opgebouwd door golfwerking.
Door interferentie en refractie kan de regionale door golven geYnduceerde kust
stroming aan de lijzijde van een zeegat worden vertraagd en omgekeerd. Eb getijde
delta's kunnen aldus efficient zand, dat door de kuststroming wordt aangevoerd,
invangen, terwijl sedimentatie aan de lijzijde van een zeegat een zeewaartse uitbouw
van de delta bevordert (Goldsmith et aI., 1975). A1gemeen wordt aangenomen dat de
morfologie van eb getijde delta's bepaald wordt door de interactie van getijdestromingen
door zeegaten met golven. De meeste modellen van eb getijde delta's zijn samengevat
door Hayes (1980). Recente studies leggen de nadruk op de sedimentaire opeen
volgingen (Kumar &

Sanders, 1974; Moslow & Heron, 1978; Reddering, 1983;

Je1gersma, 1983; Tye, 1984; Moslow & Tye, 1985).
Opbouw van dit proefschrift
Een van de doelstellingen van sedimento1ogisch onderzoek van recente sedimentaire
milieus is het opstellen van modellen voor fossiele afzettingen. Daarbij wordt tevens
inzicht opgedaan dat kan worden gebruikt voor het doen van voorspellingen over
toekomstige ontwikkelingen. Met betrekking tot het onderhavige onderzoek werden de
volgende vragen geformu1eerd:
1)

Zijn de modellen van eb getijde delta's, die voorname1ijk zijn opgeste1d aan de
hand van studies langs de Atlantische kust van Noord Amerika algemeen bruikbaar?

2)

Hoe worden eb getijde delta's gepreserveerd?
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3)

Sequentie modellen voor getijde zeegaten zijn beschreven, maar wat zijn goede
sequentie modellen voor eb getijde delta's?

Het onderzoek was gericht op het geven van een antwoord op deze vragen. Getracht is
de sequentionele opbouw en stratigrafische geschiedenis van eb getijde delta's te
relateren aan de sedimentaire processen. De studie was vooral geconcentreerd op de eb
getijde delta van het Texelse Zeegat (Marsdiep). Daarnaast is oak aandacht gegeven aan
andere zeegaten tussen de West Friese eilanden. Na een bespreking van de historische
ontwikkeling van het Texelse zeegat (hoafdstuk 2), wordt achtereenvolgens aandacht
gegeven aan de hydrodynarnica, de oppervlakte sedimenten en de "subbottom" sedi
menten:
1)

hydrodynarnica en morfodynamische processen in eb getijde delta's (hoofdstukken 3,
4 en 5);

2)

sequentie modellen voor eb getijde delta's, gebaseerd op onderzoek van de relaties
tussen oppervlakte sedimenten en morfodynamische processen (hoofdstuk 6);

3)

de drie-dimensionale geometrie van eb getijde delta's en hun preservatie potentieel
(hoofdstukken 7 en 8).

Samenvatting van de hoofdstukken
De as van de belangrijkste eb-geul in de eb getijde delta van het Texelse zeegat is
sinds de zestiende eeuw van orientatie veranderd. Dit wordt toegeschreven aan de
toename van het getijde volume door het zeegat (hoofdstuk 2). Omgekeerd kan de
morfologie van eb getijde delta's de lokale stromingspatronen in belangrijke mate
bei'nvloeden (Oertel, 1977). Het beste voorbeeld hiervan is de cyclische ontwikkeling
van de morfologie van eb getijde delta's (Oertel, 1977; FitzGerald, 1984; hoofdstukken
2 en 3 van dit proefschrift). Dergelijke cycHsche morfologische veranderingen impli
ceren niet alleen een directe relatie tussen de hydrodynamica en de morfologie, maar
ook een nauwe interactie tussen beiden. Dit wordt, voor het Texelse Zeegat, besproken
in de hoofdstukken 2 en 3.
Het patroon van zand transport in de eb getijde delta van het Texelse Zeegat komt
aan de orde in hoofdstuk 4. Een vergelijking met de modellen opgesteld voor de
Atlantische kust van Noord Amerika (Oertel, 1975; FitzGerald et aI., 1976; Hubbard et
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al., 1977a) en de Oost Friese eilanden (Nummedal & Fischer, 1978; Nummedal &
Penland, 1981) leert dat er duidelijke verschillen bestaan. Het transport van zand in de
eb getijde delta van het Texelse Zeegat wordt sterk beYnvloed door kustparallelle getijde
stromingen die interfereren met getijdestromingen door het zeegat. Deze interferentie
bepaalt het stromingspatroon en de orientatie van de voornaamste getijde geul in de eb
getijde delta. lets dergelijks is niet eerder vermeld uit onderzoekingen elders, bijvoor
beeld in die van de Atlantische kust van Noord Amerika.
De interactie tussen getijdestromingen langs de kust en getijdestromingen door de
zeegaten langs de westelijke wadden eilanden is de oorzaak van de asymmetrie van de
eb getijde delta's. Wat dit betreft is er dus een groot verschil met bijvoorbeeld de kust
van Georgia waar de kuststromingen worden gedomineerd door golven (Oertel, 1975).
De verhouding tussen getijdestromingen en golven is van grote invloed op de geometrie
van eb getijde delta's. Vooral verschillen in de relatieve belangrijkheid van deze twee
factoren bepalen de mate van asymmetrie van de eb getijde delta's langs de West en
Oost Friese eilanden. Het onderhavige onderzoek toont aan dat de verhouding tussen
getijde-regime en golven beter kan worden uitgedrukt in de vorm van een getijde
prisma/golf energie flux relatie dan als een getijde amplitude/golf energie flux relatie,
zoals is voorgesteld voor de Noord Atlantische kust (Hayes, 1975, 1979; Nummedal et
al., 1977; Nummedal & Fischer, 1978). Dit onderwerp wordt besproken in hoofdstuk 5.
Studies over aileen de sediment dynamica (bijv. Hine, 1975), sedimentaire structuren
en texturen (Oertel, 1973) en korrelgrootte verdelingen (Winkelmolen & Veenstra, 1974)
zijn onvoldoende voor het bepalen van sequentie modellen van eb getijde delta's.
Dergelijke modellen zijn een sleutel bij het interpreteren van analoge fossiele sedimen
taire afzettingen. Op basis van een gecombineerde studie van oppervlakte sedimenten
(sedimentaire structuren en korrelgrootte) en hydrodynamische en morfodynamische
processen is een sequentioneel model voor eb getijde systemen opgesteld (hoofdstuk 6).
Sedimentologische studies van moderne eb getijde delta's waren meestal gecon
centreerd op sedimentaire processen. In hoofdstuk 7 wordt getracht de drie-dimensionale
geometrie van een eb getijde delta te reconstrueren op basis van stratigrafische gege
Yens. Een beschrijving wordt gegeven van interne geometrieen van zandlichamen en
interne mega-structuren, zoals die in een stratigrafische sequentie gepreserveerd kunnen
worden.
De mogelijkheid tot preservatie van eb getijde delta sedimenten is een cruciale
factor voor sedimentologische studies. Deze potentie bepaalt de waarde van onderzoek
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aan recente processen en sedimenten voor de studie van fossiele analogen. Aan dit
aspect is relatief weinig aandacht gegeven, omdat algemeen werd aangenomen dat eb
getijde delta's niet kunnen worden gepreserveerd wanneer gedurende een transgressie de
kustlijn zich terugtrekt of wanneer een zeegat zijdelings migreert. De gedachte was dat
aIleen preservatie zou kunnen plaatsvinden gedurende een regressie of een "in-place
drowning" (Kumar, 1978). Deze laatste mogelijkheid (conform Gilbert, 1885; Sanders &
Kumar, 1975) is echter in twijfel getrokken door andere auteurs (Swift, 1975;
Panageotou & Leatherman, 1984; Niedoroda et aI., 1985). Tot op heden zijn eb getijde
delta's niet gerapporteerd uit Holocene transgressieve srratigrafische sequenties. Veld
onderzoek van Holocene afzettingen aan de zeezijde van de West Friese eilanden
tezamen met theoretische beschouwingen tonen echter aan dat preservatie van eb getijde
delta's gedurende een stijging van de relatieve zeespiegel goed mogelijk is (hoofdstuk
8). Preservatie van een eb getijde delta kan plaatsvinden wanneer de kustlijn zich
terugtrekt en is niet noodzakelijk beperkt tot een regressie of een "in-place drowning".
(voor literatuurverwijzingen zie bIz. 22 e.v.)

Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Definition of ebb-tidal deltas
Ebb-tidal deltas are sediment accumulations on the seaward side of and morphologically
and dynamically connected to tidal inlets, and they fonn important morphological
elements along barrier islands. They are deposited primarily by ebb-tidal currents
through inlets and modified by open marine processes, e.g., waves, longshore currents
and tidal currents. Fresh water discharge and direct terrestrial sediment supply are minor
or negligible factors. Moslow and Tye (1985) suggested that tidal inlet deposits are
volumetrically the most significant barrier shoreline sedimentary facies. Sediments
deposited as inlet-fill generally account for 30%-50% of the Holocene subsurface of
several modern barrier island systems (Tye, 1981; Heron et al., 1984 , Moslow and Tye,
1985).
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Figure 1. Generalized morphology of ebb-tidal deltas based on Texel Inlet (Marsdiep), Terschelling Inlet
(Vlieslroom) and Ameland Inlet (Bomdiep) (see Chapters 3, 4 and 5).
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Distribution of ebb-tidal deltas
Ebb-tidal deltas always occur in comibination with barrier islands and tidal inlets.
Therefore, the distribution of barrier island coasts broadly determines the distribution of
ebb-tidal deltas. Barrier coasts have been calculated to fonn more than 10% of the
world's coastline (Cromwell, 1971). One third of all the barrier coasts are located in
North America. The distribution of barrier island coasts is moreover related to the
tectonic setting (Glaeser, 1978); about 12% of the world's coastlines along passive
margins (about 50% of the world's present-day barrier islands) are occupied by barrier
islands; barrier islands fonn about 9.6% of marginal sea coasts and about 8% of the
coasts along active margins (Glaeser, 1978). The relatively large amount of barrier
islands along passive margins is possibly the result of a relatively high sediment
availability on the relatively wide shelf areas along passive margins. Wide shelf areas
reduce wave energy from the open ocean. The shelf and coastline morphology may
strengthen the tidal regime along the coast.
The Wadden Islands (also called Frisian Islands) in the southern North Sea include
17 large, inhabited barrier islands and several small, uninhabited islands and sand banks.
About 40 tidal inlets occur along the Wadden Island coast. Texel Inlet, the main subject
of this thesis, is the most western inlet along the Frisian island coast.

Previous studies on ebb-tidal deltas
Studies on ebb-tidal deltas started early this century (e.g., Van Veen, 1935; Gaye and
Walther, 1935). Intensive studies on this subject began in the 1970s because of the
interest in shallow-marine, siliciclastic deposits shown by the oil industry and because
of coastal engineering operations. Many studies have been published on:
1) hydrodynamics (e.g., Bruun and Gerritsen, 1959; Price, 1963; O'Brien, 1969; Davis
and Fox, 1981);
2) sediment transport patterns (e.g., Oertel, 1972; FitzGerald et al., 1976; Hubbard et
aI., 1977a; Gallivan and Davis, 1981; Hanisch, 1981; Nummedal and Penland, 1981);

3) bedfonn dynamics (e.g., Hine, 1975; Hubbard, 1975; Hubbard et aI., 1979);
4) the relation between the large-scale morphology and sediment dynamics (Hayes,
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1975, 1979; Goldsmith et aI.,

1975; Nummedal et aI.,

1977; Finley,

1978;

Nummedal and Fischer, 1978); and
5) the character of surface sediments (e.g., Oertel, 1973; Winkelmolen and Veenstra,
1974; Hubbard et aI., 1977b).
These studies all agree that sediment transport in the main ebb channels of ebb-tidal
deltas is dominated by the ebb current and that sediment transport in the shallow,
marginal channels of ebb-tidal deltas and on the ebb-delta shoals (swash bars and swash
platforms) is generally flood-dominated (Fig. 1). In the channels, the bedforms and the
sedimentary structures are formed by tidal currents, whereas on the shallow bars they
are produced mainly by waves.
In these previous studies it has been suggested that the regional longshore drift is
reversed on the downdrift side of an inlet because of wave refraction. Thus, ebb-tidal
deltas can efficiently trap sand from longshore drift, and sedimentation along the
shoreline downdrift of an inlet may lead to its seaward progradation (downdrift-offset
tidal inlet, Goldsmith et aI., 1975). It is generally believed that the morphology of
ebb-tidal deltas is controlled by the interaction of inlet tidal currents and waves. Most
models of ebb-tidal deltas were summarized by Hayes (1980). Recent studies focus
especially on the sedimentary sequences of tidal inlets (Kumar and Sanders, 1974;
Moslow and Heron, 1978; Reddering, 1983; Jelgersma, 1983; Tye, 1984; Moslow and
Tye, 1985).

Organization of this thesis
One of the aims of sedimentological studies of modem sedimentary environments is to
establish models for the interpretation of ancient deposits. In addition insight is gained
into possible future developments. From a sedimentological point of view, previous
studies on ebb-tidal deltas have raised the following questions:
1) Are the models for ebb-tidal deltas, established mostly from studies along the North
American Atlantic coast, generally representative?
2) How are ebb-tidal deltas preserved?
3) Sequence models for tidal inlets have often been reported, but what are the sequence
models for ebb-tidal deltas?
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The present study was directed towards these questions. This study aims to relate the
sequential and stratigraphic record of ebb-tidal deltas to sedimentary processes. It
focuses primarily upon the ebb-tidal delta of Texel Inlet and, in addition, upon other
inlets along the West Frisian Islands. After a description of the historical development
of the tidal inlet system of Texel, hydrodynamics, surface sediments and subbottom
sediments are discussed:
1) hydrodynamic and morphodynamic processes in ebb-tidal deltas (chapters 3, 4 and
5);

2) sequence models for ebb-tidal deltas, based on studies about the relation between
surface sediments and morphodynamic processes (chapter 6);
3) the three-dimensional geometry of ebb-tidal deltas and their preservation potential
(chapters 7 and 8).

Summary of the subsequent chapters
Many studies suggest that the geomorphology of ebb-tidal deltas responds to hydro
dynamic processes. Since the 16th century, the general orientation of the main ebb
channel in the ebb-tidal delta of Texel Inlet seems to have shown a reaction to an
increase of the tidal prism through the inlet (Chapter 2). However, conversely, the geo
morphology of an ebb-tidal delta often significantly influences the local flow patterns
(Oertel, 1977). The best example is the cyclic morphological development of ebb-tidal
deltas (Oertel, 1977; FitzGerald, 1984; Chapters 2 and 3 of this volume). Such cyclic
morphological changes show not only a simple relation between hydrodynamics and
morphology, but also a close interaction between them. The cyclic morphological
development of the ebb-tidal delta of Texel Inlet and the interaction between morpho
logy and hydrodynamics are discussed in Chapters 2 and 3.
The sand transport pattern in the ebb-tidal delta of Texel Inlet is discussed in
Chapter 4. A comparison with models for the North American Atlantic coast (Oertel,
1975; FitzGerald et al., 1976; Hubbard et aI., 1977a) and for the East Frisian Islands
(Nummedal and Fischer, 1978; Nummedal and Penland, 1981) reveals clear differences.
The sand transport pattern in the ebb-tidal delta of Texel Inlet is greatly influenced by
tidal currents parallel to the coast interacting with tidal currents through the inlet. This
interaction determines the flow pattern and the orientation of the main ebb channel in
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the ebb-tidal delta. This has not been reported elsewhere, e.g., from the North American
Atlantic coast.
The interaction of tidal currents parallel to the coast and tidal currents through the
inlets in between the West Frisian Islands produces the asymmetrical ebb-delta geo
metry. In this respect there is a great difference with, for example, the coast of Georgia
where longshore currents are dominantly produced by waves (Oertel, 1975). In fact, the
relative importance of tidal currents and waves is of great importance upon the
geometry of an ebb-tidal delta. Differences in the relative importance of these two
features are the main reason for the variations of the ebb-tidal delta asymmetry along
the West and East Frisian Islands. The present study shows that the relative importance
of tides and waves can be better expressed as a tidal prism/wave energy flux relation
rather than as a tidal range/wave energy flux relation, as proposed for the North Atlantic
coast by Hayes (1975, 1979), Nummedal et al. (1977) and Nummedal and Fischer
(1978). This is discussed in chapter 5.
Individual studies on sediment dynamics (e.g., Hine, 1975), sedimentary structures
and textures (Oertel, 1973), and grain size distributions (Winkelmolen and Veenstra,
1974) are insufficient for the determination of sequence models for ebb-tidal deltas,
which are the keys to the interpretation of analogous ancient sedimentary successions.
By combining the study of surface sediments (sedimentary structures and grain size) and
hydrodynamic and morphodynamic processes, a further step can be made towards the
construction of sequence models for ebb-delta systems. This approach is used in chapter

6.
Sedimentological studies of modem ebb-tidal delta environments have mostly
concentrated on sedimentary processes. Chapter 7 is a first attempt to study the three
dimensional geometry of an ebb-tidal delta in a stratigraphical context. Detailed records
of sand body geometry and internal mega-structures, which may be preserved in the
stratigraphical record, are presented.
The preservation potential of ebb-delta sediments is a crucial factor for sediment
ological research. It determines the value of research on recent sediments for the study
of fossil analogues. Relatively little attention has been given to this subject because it
was believed that ebb-tidal deltas can not be preserved when the shoreface retreats
during a transgression or when an inlet migrates laterally, and that they can only be
preserved during a regression or an 'in-place drowning' (Kumar, 1978). However, the
possibility of 'in-place drowning' (cf. Gilbert, 1885; Sanders and Kumar, 1975) has
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been questioned by many authors (Swift, 1975; Panageotou and Leatherman, 1984;
Niedoroda et aI., 1985). Ebb-delta deposits have, so far, not been reported from
Holocene transgressive stratigraphic records, although for older stratigraphic intervals
examples have been suggested. Field investigations of Holocene deposits offshore of the
West Frisian Islands and theoretical discussions, however, show a good preservation
potential for ebb-tidal deltas during a rise of the relative sea-level (Chapter 8). The
preservation of an ebb-tidal delta can occur when the shoreface retreats and it is not
necessarily restricted to a regression or an 'in-place drowning'.
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Chapter 2
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE EBB-TIDAL DELTA OF TEXEL INLET

Texel Inlet is thought to have been fonned in about the 10th century (Schoorl, 1973).
The oldest map available probably dates from the early 16th century (Fig. 1). Schoorl
(1973) reconstructed the history of Texel Inlet since 1000 AD (Fig. 2). Detailed
reconstructions are only possible for the period since the 16th century when maps of
this area started to be made in detail.

Figure 1. Map of Texel Inlet from probably the early 16th century (author unknown, by courtesy of W.
Ligtendag, Dept. of Historical Geography, University of Amsterdam).

Historical maps of the ebb-tidal delta

Before the 16th century, Texel Inlet was situated slightly north of its present position.
No details of an ebb-tidal delta are shown on the old maps. Behind the inlet, most of
the area was peat land, intersected by tidal channels. The first clear map (Fig. 3)
showing the outlines of the ebb-tidal delta of Texel Inlet, with depths indicated in
'vadems', was made by Lucas Jansz Wagenaer in 1583. The ebb-tidal delta had sandy
shoals similar to the present-day ebb-tidal delta of Vlieland Inlet, and it was relatively
shallow. The main ebb channel of the ebb-tidal delta ran to the northwest. Small inlets
were present on both sides. Behind the inlet, intertidal sand flats are outlined.
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Figure 2 a. Reconstruction of Texel Inlet in 1100-1200 AD, and b. in 1200-1300 AD (after Schoorl,
1973).

Figure 3. Texel Inlet and its ebb-tidal delta in 1583. Map by Lucas Jansz Wagenaer. This copy was
redrawn from the original by the Study Department. of the Ministry of Transport and Public Works at
Hoom.
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In 1608, Willem Jansz published a new map (Fig. 4) showing a morphology similar to
that shown on the map of 1583. Depths were also given. The map by Johannes van
Keulen in 1681 (Fig. 5) shows that the main channel of the ebb-tidal delta had shifted
strongly to the north by that time, as compared to the situation in 1608. The general
northwesterly orientation of the main ebb channel persisted until at least 1748, as
indicated by the maps of Nicolaas Witsen in 1712 (Fig. 6), Jacobus Biickell in 1732
(Fig. 7) and Wonder Muller in 1748 (Fig. 8). Before 1748, the ebb-delta system
protruded asymmetrically to the northwest. In 1748, the maximum depth of the inlet
was about 37 m. The development of the main ebb channel to the southwest started in
the late 18th century. In 1774 (map of Leendert den Berger) and 1796 (map of A.A.
Huijshes) (Figs. 9 and 10) the main ebb channel ran westwards in the centre of the
ebb-tidal delta. In 1774 the depth was 38 m at maximum. This situation did not last
long. Soon after the 18th century, a new main ebb channel developed to the southwest
(Fig. lla). Since then, the ebb-tidal delta has been asymmetrical, oriented to the
southwest. Marginal flood channels to the northwest together with shoals migrated
clockwise several times and attached to Texel Island (Fig. lIb, cf. Chapter 3).

Figure 4. Texel Inlet and its ebb-tidal delta in 1608. Map by Willem Jansz. Hand-drawn copy after the
original by the Study Department of the Ministry of Transport and Public Works at Hoom.
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Figure 7. Texel Inlet and its ebb-tidal delta in 1732. A map by
Jacobus BUckeD. Hand-drawn copy after the original by the Study
Department of the Ministry of Transport and Public Works at
Hoom.

Figure 8. Texel Inlet and its ebb-tidal delta in 1748. Map by
Wonder Muller. Hand-drawn copy after the original by the Study
Department of the Ministry of Transport and Public Works at
Hoom.
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Figure 9. Texel Inlet and its ebb-tidal delta in 1774. Map by
Leendert den Berger. Hand-drawn copy after the original by the
Study Department of the Ministry of Transport and Public Works
at Hoom.

Figure 10. Texel Inlet and its ebb-tidal delta in 1796. Map by
A.A. Huijshes. Hand-drawn copy after the original by the Study
Depanment of the Ministry of Transport and Public Works at
Hoom.
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In the 1950s, a new main ebb channel (Nieuwe Schulpengat) extended farther to the
south (Fig. lIe), and the former main ebb channel (Westgat) to the west was abandoned
(Figs. lIe and lId). A maximum southward orientation has been reached in recent
years (Fig. lId). The present maximum depth of the inlet is about 50 m below MSL,
but this must have been affected by artificial, man-made construction works, such as the
dykes along the coast of Den Helder.
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Figure 11. Texe1 Inlet and its ebb· tidal delta in' a. 1816, b. 1901, c. 1950 and d. 1981. Redrawn after
depth charts provided by the Study Department of the Ministry of Transport and Public Works at Room.
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Reconstruction of the historical development of the channels
Northern part of the ebb-tidal delta
The geomorphological development of the ebb-tidal delta is nicely illustrated by the
historical changes of the locations and orientations of the channels (Figs. 12 and 13).
Channels show at least four cycles of clockwise rotation and attachment to Texel (Fig.
12). The channel "T Landt Diep van Texel' (Fig. 12a) was present as a marginal flood
channel north of 'Spaengers Gat' on the map of 1583 (although the name was not
mentioned in that map) (Fig. 3). It turned clockwise and attached to the southwestern
part of Texel Island in 1623 together with a sandy shoal. A second channel 'Spaengers
Gat' (Fig. 12b) was already present in 1530 (Westenberg, 1974). It was the main ebb
channel of the ebb-tidal delta system from about 1583 to about 1681. It also turned
clockwise and approached Texel. On the map of 1712, it became a marginal flood
channel when the channel 'De Slenk' took over as the main ebb channel. In 1732, the
channel 'De Slenk' was named as 'Het Spangaerds Gat', and the former 'Spaengers
Gat' Channel attached to Texel and was buried by an onshore-migrating shoal 'Het
Alteyt Droog' (Fig. 7). The third channel 'De Slenk' (Fig. 12c) appeared in about 1608
as a small flood channel. It rotated clockwise and in 1712 it became the main ebb
channel. It continued to rotate and after 1748, it approached Texel and became a
marginal flood channel. This channel finally closed in 1908. In the early 18th century, a
new channel "T Boons Gat' developed west of the channel 'De Slenk' in ca. 1712, but
it did not develop fully and disappeared after 1748 (Fig. 13a).
After 1748, the main ebb channels (Fig. 14) developed to the west and southwest.
A marginal flood channel, 'Molengat', appeared in about 1838 north of the main ebb
channel 'Westgat' and west of the channel 'De Slenk' (Figs. 12d and 14c). The channel
'Molengat' has rotated clockwise since then (cf. Chapter 3). It is still present and is
approaching the SW coast of Texel Island. It may attach to the island in the near future
(cf. Chapter 3). Such a rotational pattern was also reported by Westenberg (1974) and
Liefbebber and Berg (1976).

Southern part of the ebb-tidal delta
In the southern part of the ebb-tidal delta four successive channels can be traced since
1583. From 1583-1796, the channel "T Landt Diep' (Fig.

13a) rotated slowly
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clockwise. Since 1748, the channel 'Schulpengat' has developed east of the channel "T
Landt Diep' (Fig. 13b). The development of the channel 'Schulpengat' has resulted in
the disappearance of the channel "T Landt Diep'. The channel 'Schulpengat' also
rotated clockwise. Since 1901, the channel 'Nieuwe Schulpengat' has developed east of
the channel 'Schulpengat' (Fig. l3c) which since then has migrated westwards. Since
1930, another small, as yet unnamed channel (Fig. 13d) has appeared east of the
channel 'Nieuwe Schulpengat'.
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Figure 13. Reconstruction of the channel locations in the southern part of the ebb-tidal delta.
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Orientation of the main ebb channels

The main ebb channels before 1774 were oriented to the northwest and gradually turned
northwards in a clockwise direction (Fig. 12). This orientation is not apparent in the
period after 1774. The main ebb channel in 1774 (Fig. 14a) was located in the middle
of the ebb-tidal delta, with small channels extending seawards in all directions.
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In 1796, the ebb-tidal delta had a central main ebb channel draining westwards with
marginal channels on both sides (Fig. 14b). In 1838, the ebb-tidal delta had a long main
ebb channel towards the southwest (Fig. 14c). In 1973, the former main ebb channel
(Westgat), extending southwestwards, became less important, while a new main ebb
channel (Nieuwe Schulpengat) developed rapidly south of it (Fig. 14d).
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The tidal regime in historical times
To study the relation between morphological changes and hydrodynamic changes, the
two parameters of the tide, the tidal range and the tidal prism, have to be considered.
Continuous records of the tidal range are available since 1830, except for the period
1853-1864 (Fig. 15). No significant increase of tidal range occurred in the period
1830-1930. The influence of the 18.61-year astronomical cycle (Pugh, 1987) is clear.
The strong increase of the tidal range after 1930 was caused by the construction of the
'Afsluitdijk'. The change in the general orientation of the main channel in the ebb-tidal
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delta relative to the inlet occurred in the late 18th century, so the significant increase in
tidal range after 1930 cannot be the cause of this. The repeated, cyclic, clockwise
rotation of the main ebb channel cannot be reliably linked to cyclic changes of the tidal
range. However, the record of the tidal range may still be too short to reveal such
relations. Measurements of the tidal prism through the inlet are few and only from the
20th century. However, the tidal prism tends to increase with time (Table 1). Some of
the variations observed in table 1 may be due to the time of the measurements
relatively to the neap/spring cycle. A relation between the tidal prism and the
cross-sectional area of tidal inlets was quantitatively established by O'Brien (1969) and
afterwards reported for many examples (Jarrett, 1976; Van der Kreek and Haring, 1979;
De Jong and Gerritsen, 1984; Osterthun et al., 1988). It should be possible to calculate
the historical tidal prism from the cross-sectional areas of the inlet by using this
relation, provided that the historical cross-sectional areas of the inlet can be
reconstructed. However, this is not easy:
1) It is difficult to reconstruct the early historical cross-sectional area before the 19th
century because data given on the relative maps are inadequate.
2) The equations for the relation vary for different places and different authors (Jarrett,
1976).
Because of these two problems and because depth data are reasonably clearly indicated
on the historical maps, an attempt was made to find a relation between the maximum
depth of tidal inlets and the tidal prism. The relation is based on data of present-day
tidal inlets along the West Frisian Islands (Fig. 16). Figure 16 shows a clear linear
correlation between the maximum depth of tidal inlets and the tidal prism.
1951

1939
fl
Molengat

eb

tot

fI

eb

1974

1958
tot

fI

eb

tot

fI

eb

1975
tot

fI

eb

tot

227 175 402 187 122 309 179 132 311 156 145 301 188 130 316

Westgat

406 465 871 409 581 990 302 393 695 145 159 304 110 153 263

Schulpengat

228 271 499 290 297 587 443 485 928 394 468 862 323 424 747

Nieuwe
Schulpengat

376 385 761 363 413 776

Total
Marsdiep

881

911

1772 888 1000 1888 924 1010 1934 1071 1157 2228 982 1120 2202
898 1092 1988 953 1045 1998

Table I. Measured tidal prism in million cubic metres through Texel Inlet (after De Reus, 1980).
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The historical maximum depths of Texel Inlet were reconstructed from historical maps
since 1583. Representative maximum depth data were obtained from the historical charts
by eliminating the most obvious pitfalls as follows:
1) Maps with relatively abundant depth data were selected, others were thought to be
less representative.
2) The map with the largest depth among the maps dating from about the same period
was chosen to represent the year the map was made.
3) The probable copies of depth data from earlier maps were eliminated by choosing
the earliest map having depth data obviously repeated on later maps.
After these steps, the maximum depths of Texel Inlet since 1583 were plotted in figure
17. The result indicates a gradual increase of the maximum depth from about 20 to 50
I

m. Using the relation shown in figure 16, the maximum depths are translated into
values for the tidal prisms for the last few hundred years (Fig. 18). The tidal prism
estimated from this diagram increased from about 240 x 106 m3 in 1583 to about 1050
x 106 m3 in 1970. An increase of the tidal volume through Texel Inlet in historical time
is also indicated by the geomorphological evolution of the area (Eisma and Wolff,
1980).

Historical change of the landscape of the area

The factors leading to an increase of the tidal prism are an increase of the tidal range
and of the volume of the basin behind the inlet. Since the tidal range did not increase
in general (although fluctuations occurred) between 1830-1930, the only reason for the
increase of the tidal prism through the inlet before 1930 is a change of basin volume.
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Reconstructions of landscapes up to early medieval time haye been presented by many
authors (Pons and Wiggers, 1959/1960; Pons et aI., 1963; Pons and Van Oosten, 1974;
Schoorl,

1973; Edelman,

1974; Westenberg,

1974;

Borger,

1975).

The various

reconstructions were compiled, summarized and interpreted by Eisma and Wolff (1980).
In the early Middle Ages a continuous land area occurred SW of Terschelling Inlet,
which was bordered on the seaward side by a closed coastal barrier system extending
from the mouth of the river Rhine in the south towards Terschelling Inlet in the north.
The area behind the barrier was occupied by high-lying oligotrophic Sphagnum peat.
Small rivers drained the area to the North Sea or to the inland Flevo Lake (later called
Zuiderzee). This medieval landscape was destroyed by the intrusion of the North Sea,
possibly related to storm floods in about the 12th to 13th century (Berendsen and
Zagwijn, 1984) and by human activities after early colonization. The relative sea-level
,rise is not considered important. It is assumed to have been relatively small (up to 1-1.5
mm/yr, cf. Fig. 19). The local destruction of coastal barriers (probably by storms) gave
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rise to the development of tidal inlets. As a result, the Sphagnum was killed and peat
growth stopped. Thereafter, hinterland erosion was induced by the early inhabitants who
drained the peat area and cultivated crops. Shrinkage and oxidation of the peat were
caused by drying and ploughing the peat soil. This resulted in a lowering of the
peat-land surface at an average rate of at least 1 cm per year (Edelman, 1974;
Westenberg, 1974 cit. Eisma and Wolff, 1980). In addition, the top peat layer was often
burned for fertilization and peat was also excavated for fuel and salt production.
Destruction of peat land by human activities reduced the height of elevated peat areas
down to mean sea level. Thus large areas were inundated, the water surface expanded
and erosion by currents and waves increased. The peat land thus became part of the
tidal basin behind the inlet and this resulted in a considerable increase of the tidal
volume. In reverse, the increase of tidal volume must have added to the encroachment
of the tidal basin by producing wider and deeper tidal channels near the inlets and by
further eroding the peat area.
Since Texel Inlet was formed in about the 10th century, a gradual increase of the
tidal prism in the inlet must have occurred in relation to the disappearance of peat land
and to the connection and enlargement of the connection with 'Lake Plevo'. In the 16th
century, people started to protect their land with dikes and to reclaim lakes and
estuarine areas. Locally, separated parts of the coastal barrier were again connected by
dikes (e.g., between Texel and the former island of Eijerland, cf. Van der Viis, 1977
cit. Eisma and Wolff, 1980). Salt marshes behind barrier islands were largely reclaimed,
reducing the tidal prism and aimed indirectly towards the closure of the coastal barriers.
However, this did not lead to a decrease of the tidal prism of Texel Inlet. The
catchment of Texel Inlet expanded and the tidal prism increased until the 18th century,
because of the closure of a series of tidal inlets south and north of it (e.g., Heersdiep
and the inlet between Texel and the former island of Eijerland, cf. Schoorl, 1973) and a
better connection with 'Lake Plevo' (Zuiderzee).
In 1932, the construction of the Afsluitdijk reduced the basinal area of Texel Inlet,

but it led to a dramatic increase of the tidal prism through the inlet (Fig. 15) due to a
more positive resonance of tidal waves resulting from the new basin geometry. The
historical evolution of the landscape suggests that the tidal volumes estimated in figure
15 represent a fairly reliable trend.
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Figure 19. Sea-level changes at Texel Inlet since 1830 (data by courtesy of Drs. E. Van den Hoek
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Conclusions
1. The morphological development of the ebb-tidal delta of Texel Inlet shows the

following characteristic features:
a. Cyclic, clockwise migration of the channels in the ebb-tidal delta. The mechanism
controlling the cyclic development since 1796 is discussed in Chapter 3.
b. A change of the general orientation of the main ebb channel from northwest/north
before about 1774 to southwest/south after about 1774 (Fig. 20). This change is
probably related to the increase of the tidal prism through the inlet. This relation is
discussed in Chapter 5.
c. The maximum depth of the inlet has increased with time. This is obviously due to
the increase of the tidal volume.
2. No long-term changes of the tidal range were found, except for the 18.61-year
astronomical cycle and for the increase of the tidal range around 1930 due to the
construction of the 'Msluitdijk'.
3. The tidal prism through the inlet increased as the basinal volume was increased by
destruction and flooding of the old landscape behind the barriers.
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Chapter 3
CYCLIC MORPHOLOGIC CHANGES OF THE EBB-TIDAL DELTA,
TEXEL INLET, THE NETHERLANDS

(Geologie en Mijnbouw 68: 35 - 48)

Abstract

Cyclic morphological changes occur in the ebb-tidal delta system of Texel Inlet (The Netherlands). This
geomorphological cycle lasts about 70 years. The cycle starts with the development of a main ebb channel in
the southern half of the inlet. A large ebb delta shoal forms north of this ebb channel. The shoal grows
upwards into the inter- to supra-tidal zone and moves eastwards under the influence of wind and waves. The
flood channel north of the shoal is forced to rotate clockwise, and it approaches the shoreline of Texel. The
marginal ebb channel in the southern part of the inlet develops due to the tidal currents deflected to the south
by the eastward migrating shoal and slowly rotates clockwise, forced by the small flood marginal channel that
adjoins the mainland coast to the east. The cycle is completed by shoal attachment to the southern tip of
Texel Island, which causes the northern marginal channel of the inlet to be buried. The eastward migration
rate ofthe shoals is about 60--70 m per year, which involves a sediment transport rate of order of 0.58- 0.64 x
106 m3jyear.

Introduction

The geomorphology of ebb-tidal deltas is con
trolled by tidal currents, waves and wind, and their
interaction (Oertel, 1972, 1975; Hubbard, 1975;
Hubbard et aI., 1977, 1979; Nummedal et aI., 1977;
Nummedal & Penland, 1981; Hayes, 1980). Con
versely, the geomorphology of ebb deltas can influ
ence the dynamic processes, especially the flow
pattern. In many cases, currents have determined
the orientation and the distribution of shoals. In
other cases, shoals clearly function as shields that
determine the pattern of inlet water flow (Oertel,
1977). The interrelationships between the mor
phology of ebb deltas and the dynamic conditions
commonly result in their cyclic development (Oer
tel, 1977; FitzGerald, 1984). Geomorphological

records clearly show a similar cyclic pattern in Tex
el Inlet (Fig. 1) and other tidal inlets along the
Wadden Islands (Joustra, 1971; Luck, 1976; Rijk
swaterstaat, 1). Nevertheless, the interrelation
ships between the geomorphology and the dynamic
processes are not clearly understood. The dynamic
processes in the ebb-tidal delta of Texel Inlet are
particularly complex, caused by the interaction of
strong currents, waves and wind. The cyclic geo
morphological pattern in the ebb delta of Texel
Inlet is discussed in this paper with attention cen
tred on the dominant processes involved.
The evidence presented here is based mainly on
the analysis of historical data. The tidal range is
calculated from records of the tidal station at Den
Helder, wind data are compiled from records of 10
years (1965-1975) from the southern shore of the
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Fig. 1. Location map of the ebb-tidal delta of Texel Inlet.

inlet. Mean wave height is calculated from observa
tions by the Ministry of Transport and Public
Works and the wave energy flux is calculated by the
method of Nummedal & Stephen (1978). Old hy
drographic charts and echo-sounding maps from
the Ministry of Transport and Public Works pro
vide an extensive data base to reconstruct the
morphologic evolution of the ebb delta and the
inlet.

and sand to the Wadden Sea occurs from the North
Sea through the inlets (Postma, 1982; Sha, 1987;
Wiersma & Van Alphen, 1988). At present there is
hardly any direct input of terrestrial sediments,
especially sand-size particles, into this part of the
Wadden Sea.
The inlet has a semidiurnal tide with a diurnal
inequality. The mean tidal range is 1.38m and the
mean tidal prism is about 109 m' (Reus, 1980). The
yearly average mean wind velocity is 7 mls (Eisma,
1980). The prevailing wind is from the WSW; dom
inant winds (37 Beaufort) come mainly from the

WAVE ENERGY FLUX DISTRIBUTION
TEXEL LlGHTVESSEL

r

shOreline

I/"'/ orientation

Physical setting

Texel Inlet (Fig. 1) is the most westerly tidal inlet of
the West Frisian Islands. It faces west, is about
2.5 km wide and the maximum depth is about 50 m.
The well-developed ebb-tidal delta extends ca.
10 km seawards. The tidal basin behind the inlet
(the most western part of the Wadden Sea) covers
713km1 , 122km2 of which (17%) are intertidal
flats. The inlet is almost entirely tide-influenced, as
the input of fresh water is negligible. Supply of clay

400 watts/meter

Fig. 3. Wave energy flux distribution (data from the Ministry of
Transport and Public Works). Wave data were compiled from
data based on regular measurements in 1975.
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WNW (Fig. 2a & b). The mean wave height off
shore is 1.16m. Most of the mean annual wave
energy flux is directed normally to the shoreline
(Fig. 3). The resultant longshore component of
wave power is relatively small, so that no signif
icant longshore sediment transport is generated by
waves. Southward sand transport may occur during
storms as storm waves are mainly from the WNW.
Tidal currents do transport sand northwards in the

N

6

/

offshore area along the Dutch coast, but no reliable
quantitative estimate has been made of the
amounts involved.

Sand transport pattern
A short summary of the sand transport pattern in
the ebb delta of Texel Inlet (Fig. 4; Sha, 1987) is
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Fig. 4. The sand transport model proposed (Sha, 1987). It is drawn on the basis of bedforms, sedimentary structures, geomorphology
and current data. Arrows indicate the net sand transport direction.
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given here to allow a clearer picture of the geo
morphological processes that are active.
Tidal currents along the coast supply sand from
the North Sea and the adjacent coasts into the
ebb-tidal delta system. Sand is transported to and
from the ebb delta through adjoining ebb and flood
channels, and also into the Wadden Sea. Relatively
strong flood tidal currents transport sand north
wards along the seaward margin of the ebb-tidal
delta. Some of this sand is trapped in the northern
delta shoal due to the weak rotational current pat
tern there (Fig. 5). The interaction between the
shore-parallel tidal currents and the shore-normal
tidal currents through the inlet means that currents
are relatively strong south of the inlet and relatively
weak north of it (Sha, 1987). Part of the sand re
turns to the main inlet channel through the Mo
lengat channel. Westerly waves modify the shoal
morphology. They erode the seaward margin of the
shoal and deposit sand on its landward margin.

Aeolian processes shape the surface of the supra
tidal part of the shoals, and transport sand to the
east.

Cyclic morphologic evolution
Shoal migration in the northern part ofthe ebb delta
For the northern part of the ebb delta, the recon
structions based on the historical hydrographic
charts show that the shoals which extend above the
mean low water line move eastward, i.e. in the
predominant direction of wind and waves, and that
the associated channels north of them also shift
eastward with a clockwise rotation.
In the period 1851-1908, the shoal 'Gnrust' (Fig.
6) thus moved 4km to the east (about 67m/year).
This shoal first appeared near LWL in 1838. Be
tween 1908-1916, the shoal attached to Texel Is
land and now forms the sand spit at its southern tip.
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The Noordergat channel north of the 'Onrust' was
already situated in front of, and parallel to the
shoreline of Texel in 1796 (Fig. Sa). It approached
the southern tip of the island and was filled by the
'Onrust' shoal when it became attached to the is
land.
The present Noorderhaaks shoal (Fig. 7) is a

combination of two shoals, "Razende Bol' and
'Noorderhaaks' (Fig. 6b & 6c). The Razende Bol
(Fig. 6b) has been permanently above the mean
low water line since 1925. It migrated 1.5 km east
ward from 1925 to 1950 (60m/year). Between 1956
and 1960, the shoal 'Noorderhaaks' (Fig. 6c) west
of the Razellde Bol extended eastward and the two

Fig. 7. Areal Photo showing the present shape of Noorderhaaks (from Ministry of Transport and Public Works). Refer to Fig. 1 for
location and scale of Noorderhaaks.
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shoals coalesced. The eastern margin of this coa
lesced shoal has hardly moved further east since
1950, but the western margin of the shoal under
went rapid erosion and retreated eastward about
1.7km from 1950 to 1980 (34m/year). There is a
sand spit at the southwest of the shoal. This spit has
gradually recurved to the east under the influence
of waves. The Molengat channel north of Noorder
haaks (Fig. 8b) has rotated about 90 degrees be
tween 1838-1981. At present the Molengat channel
nearly parallels the shoreline of Texel Island and
the axis of the channel is approaching the shore
line.
These two morphological cycles are shown on
cross section A'-Q' (Fig. 9b & 9c). In the period
from 1796 to 1851 the Noordergat channel ap
proached the shoreline, resulting in shoreline re
treat there. As 'Onrust' moved into the inlet after

1851, the shoreline at that point prograded due to
the channel recurving (Fig. 8a, line 1908) and the
shoal attaching itself to the island. The shoreline
retreated again after 1896 as the Molengat ap
proached the shoreline (Fig. 9c). If the Noorder
haaks moves further into the inlet and becomes
attached to Texel Island in the future, shore pro
gradation will occur again at the same place.
For the period since 1796, two major cycles can
be distinguished in the appearance and migration
of the tidal shoals above MLW. It took about 70-80
years from the emergence of 'Omust' in about 1838
to its shore-attachment in about 1908-1916. The
second cycle has been going on for the last 60 years,
since the Razende Hoi shoal emerged permanently
above MLW in 1925. It is suggested that this cycle
terminates as the shoal becomes attached to Texel
Island.
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Main ebb channel development
The channel development along the shoreline
south of the inlet has a complex pattern. Generally,
the channels developed parallel to the shoreline,
and rotated slowly clockwise, while, at the same
time, a new, small channel developed to the east.
This can be seen in the Schulpengat (Fig. 8c & 8d).
The development of the main ebb channel in the
ebb-tidal delta is related to the cyclic shoal migra
tion. The Westgat (the main channel to the west)
reached its maximum extension in 1838 (Fig. lOa).
Subsequently, as the shoal gradually moved into
the inlet, the current strengths to the west and
southwest increased. In this period (1863-1896),
the main channel (Westgat-Marsdiep) deepened
further (Fig. 9d) and the tidal shield between the
main ebb channel and the Schulpengat channel was
breached in 1896 (Fig. lOb). After the shoal 'On
rust' became attached to the shoreline, the Westgat
channel reached a maximum depth of 18 min 1925
(Fig. 9d). Through onshore migration of the sec
ond shoal (Razende Bol) by 1950 (Fig. lOc), the
tidal currents were deflected to the south, since the
shoal was located in front of the inlet mouth. The
southward extension of the spit (Fig. lOc & Fig. 1)
at the eastern end of the shoal shows the interaction
between the ebb currents and the eastward moving
shoal. This caused the shoaling of the Westgat
(1925-1981) (Fig. 9d) and the development of the
'Nieuwe Schulpengat' (Fig. ge & Fig. 1). Corre
spondingly, the tidal discharge decreased in the
Westgat and increased in the Nieuwe Schulpengat.
Ebb-tidal delta volumetric change, sand budget and
sand transport rate
The total sand budget of the ebb delta calculated
using the method of Dean & Walton (1975) is
490 x 106 m3 • Due to the migration and growth of
the shoal complex in the north, there is a cyclic
change in the distribution of sand in the ebb-tidal
delta. When the bar reached its maximum size for
the two examples known, the part above the mean
water line was about 6.5 km long and over 1km
wide and contained at least 32.5 x 106 m 3 sand
(about 7% of the total sand budget). During on
shore migration, it may have decreased in size, but
it still brought a large amount of sand to the shore

line. For example, in about 1908, the shoal 'Onrust'
attached to the shore which thus gained sand of a
minimum of 9.2 x 106 m 3 (about 2% of the total
sand budget).
The estimated eastward sediment transport rate
by shoal migration was on average at least 0.61 x
106 m 3/year. This is about 0.13% of the total sand
budget in the delta.

Discussion
Mechanism of the Cyclic Morphologic Process
A comparison of the length of the main ebb chan
nel (measured on the -10 m line) in different years
and the tidal prism at different inlets along the
West Frisian Islands shows a strong correlation
between the two (Fig. 11). Although the channel
length for a certain tidal prism at an inlet is variable
through time, the upper and lower limits of the
channel length in the history of the inlets correlate
almost linearly with the tidal prism through that
inlet. This means that when the channel length is
below the upper limit, the channel is in a devel
oping stage, and when it approaches the upper
limit, the main ebb channel loses its efficiency,
starts to silt up and then is progressively aban
doned.
The formation of the shoal is related to the devel
opment of the main ebb channel. Conversely, the
shoal migration influences the channel develop
ment.
As the main ebb channel develops, it extends
seawards and interrupts the shore-parallel tidal
currents (Sha, 1987). This leads to a large dynamic
'shadow' area north of the main channel and as a
result, there a large delta shoal develops and the
water depth decreases significantly over a large
area. Onshore waves dominate the shallow bot
tom, form swash bars and push them onshore.
When the shoal rises above the low water line,
aeolian transport becomes important. It dominates
as the shoal becomes supra-tidal. Thus, both the
westerly waves and winds result in the eastward
migration of the 'Onrust' and 'Noorderhaaks'. The
importance of aeolian transport on the Noorder
haaks was observed during field work in 1986 (Fig.
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Fig. 9. Geomorphologieal evolution along several cross-sections
in the ebb delta of Texel Inlet.
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12). The runnel along the beach of the shoal was
completely filled during a single storm.
Due to the eastward migration of the shoals, the
channels north of them are forced to rotate clock
wise. As the shoal moves close to the inlet mouth,
depending on its location relative to the main ebb
channel and the inlet, there can be two distinct
outcomes:
In Case 1 (representing the actual situation be
tween 1838-1916) (Fig. 13A), the shoal is located
well away from the main ebb channel (Fig. 13
A.2.). The main ebb channel is not strongly influ
enced by the onshore migration of the shoal. Dur
ing the process of the shoal becoming attached to
the island (Fig. 13 A.3.), the inlet channel cross
section decreases and tidal currents become strong
in the main channel. At this stage, a new cycle may
start due to the development of the main channel
(Fig. 13 A.4.).

In Case 2 (representing the situation since 1925)
(Fig. 13B), the shoal is located more in front of the
inlet mouth and the onshore migration (Fig. lOc &
Fig. 13 B.2, B.3 &BA) of the shoal deflects the ebb
currents to the south. The spit extended southwest
ward from the east margin of the Razende Bol (Fig.
lOc). This led to silting of the Westgat and the
development of the Nieuwe Schulpengat after
1925. After a further attachment of the shoal to
Texel Island, the main ebb channel may breach
again through the area to the west (ct. FitzGerald,
1982), where waves eroded the sand during the first
cycle. A new cycle then starts (Fig. 13 B.5 & B.6).
The end of a cycle and beginning of a new one are
likely to be triggered by storm waves, e.g. the
attachment of 'Onrust' to the Texel Island was
completed by a storm (Ministry of Transport and
Public Works, Department of Hoorn, 1987, pers.
comm.).
One aspect, which is not discussed due to a lack
of data, is the influence of the closure of the IJssel
meer-Afsluitdijk in 1932 on the ebb-tidal delta. It is
known that the tidal range increased after the clo
sure of the dike, and possibly there has been an
increase of the tidal prism. This may have extended
the main channel seaward or switched the channel
orientation. The closure of the dike may influence
consequently the cycle duration.

Practical implication: the future of the
Noorderhaaks
Analogous to the history of Onrust, the Noorder
haaks shoal is expected to move into the inlet and
to become :,ttached to the southern tip of Texel
Island. At the same time, the main ebb channel
may open up again to the west. However, recent
data do not show a continued and significant east
ward migration of the shoal. This may be related to
the stabilization of the southern shoreline of the
inlet by construction works. If, and when the shoal
moves eastward towards the inlet, it will decrease
the cross sectional area of the inlet and thereby
increase tidal current velocities. Stronger tidal cur
rents erode the east side of the shoal. Eastward
shoal migration thus is balanced by erosion of the
east side of the shoal by tidal currents. Slow north
ward migration, however, does occur. Possibly, a
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Fig. 12. Photo of eolian dunes on Noorderhaaks (May 12, 1986). Note that the wind dunes migrated towards a wet beach runnel. Hand
shoveVspatula for scale.

further northerly movement of the Noorderhaaks
will lessen the influence of the ebb currents coming
through the inlet on the shoal and finally will lead
to attachment of the shoal to the land during a
storm event.

deposits, formed by the lateral shifting of channels,
especially of marginal channels, is more likely to be
preserved. In systems with a scale and dynamics
comparable to those of Texel Inlet, these surfaces
will normally be formed at depths of about 10-20 m
(depending on the inlet size).

Geological record

The observed cyclic process of the ebb delta of the
inlet system has important implications for the un
derstanding ofthe geological record. For example,
inlet sequences produced by successive shoreward
moving shoals will show that paleo-channels are
successively buried by shoals, in an overall progra
dational barrier/spit sequence (Fig. 14). In ebb del
tas, the preservation of sand bodies is the end
product of several cyclic processes. Due to the
frequent migration of the channel-shoal system,
the preservation of a single channel sequence may
be rare, instead a sequence of channel floor sheet

Conclusion

The ebb-tidal delta and inlet system of Texel Inlet,
shows a cyclic morphologic development. This pro
cess involves a maximum extension of the main ebb
channel, formation of a large delta shoal to the
north, onshore migration of the shoal, and flood
channel rotation north of the inlet. The cycle ends
with the attachment of the shoal to Texel Island.
The development and silting up of the main ebb
channel are related to the tidal prism of the inlet
(Fig. 11) and are influenced by onshore migration
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and enlargement of the shoal-complex.
The morphologic development of the inlet-delta
system clearly is a feed back response system of
dynamic processes and morphologic development.
In fact, it is in this way that the inlet maintains
dynamic equilibrium.
Eastward migration of Noorderhaaks is present
ly slowed down by erosion of ebb currents from the
inlet at the eastern margin of the shoal. Eastward
migration may possibly resume after the shoal has
shifted further north and it may ultimately become
attached to Texel Island, probably during a major
storm.
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Chapter 4

SAND TRANSPORT PATTERNS IN THE EBB TIDAL DELTA OFF TEXEL
INLET, WADDEN SEA, THE NETHERLANDS

(Marine Geology 86: 137 - 154)

Abstract
Sand transport patterns in the ebb-tidal delta of Texel Inlet were studied using current and wave measurements,
calculations of sediment transport rate, bedform orientations, dips of cross beds and the morphological evolution. A
qualitative picture of sand transport. patterns was formed.
Sand supplied from the North Sea and the adjacent coast is transported in and out through several neighboring
flood- and ebb~dorninated channels in the southwestern ebb delta. Along the seaward margin of the ebb-tidal delta of
Texel Inlet, sand is transported in both directions parallel to the coast by tidal currents, but predominantly
northwards and landwards. Some sand is desposited where a weak rotational tidal current pattern is produced north
of the inlet by the interruption of tidal currents parallel to the coast by the inlet. Waves transport the sand further
onshore over the swash platform. Some of it returns to the main circulation of the inlet through the Molengat. Sand
transport through the inlet is flood-dominated.
It is revealed that not only the interaction of tidal currents and waves but also the interaction between the tidal
currents in the North Sea and through the inlet greatly influence the system.

Introduction
Sand transport m tidal inlets and asso
ciated ebb-tidal deltas has been studied by
several coastal engineers and geologists (Oer
tel, 1972, 1975; Finley, 1975; Hayes, 1975, 1980;
Hine, 1975; Hubbard, 1975; FitzGerald et a!.,
1976; Hubbard et a!', 1979). It is generally
accepted that the morphology of tidal inlets
and tidal deltas and the associated sedi
ment transport patterns are principally con
trolled by the interaction of waves and tidal
currents.
Early studies concerning tidal inlets and
ebb-tidal deltas along the Frisian Islands were
made by Van Veen (1935), Gaye and Walther
(1935) and Bruun and Gerritsen (1959, 1960).

More recent and detailed studies of the tidal
inlets of the German East Frisian Islands have
been made by Luck (1976), Hanisch (1981),
Nummedal and Penland (1981) and FitzGerald
et al. (1984). The northeastward movement of
sand around the tidal inlets of the Dutch coast
has been discussed by Bruun and Gerritsen
(1959). Eastward sand transport along the
inlets of the East Frisian Islands occurs by way
of active bar ("riftbogen") migration on the ebb
delta shoal (Luck, 1976).
This paper aims to present a sand dispersal
model for the ebb-tidal delta of Texel Inlet
(Fig.l) which can serve for comparison with
models from previous studies. The terminology
in this paper follows that of Hayes (1975,
1980).
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Method
To obtain a qualitative impression of the
dominant sand transport pattern in the ebb
tidal delta, data on current and wave measure
ments, echosoundings, box cores and historical
geomorphological records have been compiled.
Evidence from several sources should give a
qualitatively clearer picture of long-term sand
transport patterns than that which could be
obtained from a single, short period of current
measurements in the ebb delta. Texel Inlet is

especially complex because of strong tidal
currents, waves and winds.
The several field sessions were carried out
with M.S.S. Navicula and Aurelia. An auto
matic positioning system (DECCA) was used.
The box cores have a bottom area of 20 x 30 cm
and are 50 cm high, and after the oriented
cores were taken they were opened on two
perpendicular sides. The lacquer peels (Fig.7)
made on these two sides provide a three
dimensional view of the sedimentary struc
tures in the uppermost layer (maximum 40 cm
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thick) of the sea bottom, allowing the dips of
cross beds over 10 cm thick to be measured.
The echosounding profiles were registered
directly on a paper recorder with a standard,
ship-mounted sounder.
Hydrographic charts compiled from echo
sounding data collected since 1947 and depth
charts compiled from older navigation charts
(both by the Ministry of Transport and Public
Works) were used. Wind data used in this study
were recorded automatically on the sandy spit
northwest of the inlet between 1966 and 1976.
Wave data were measured on the Texel Light
ship, 20 n mile off Texel Inlet. Simultaneous
current measurements at twenty stations were
made through the water column during a 26 h
period in 1974. All the wind, wave and current
data used in the paper were measured and
supplied by the Ministry of Transport and
Public Works. Part of the current data has
been derived from the "Stroomatlas van Neder
land" (MMAH, 1963). Compilations and calcu
lations were based on these data.

General setting
Location
The tidal inlet and associated ebb-tidal delta
described in this paper (Fig. 1) is situated south
of the island of Texel, which is the most
westerly tidal inlet of the Wadden Islands. The
Wadden Islands (the West, East and North
Frisian Islands) extend eastward along the
coast of The Netherlands, Germany and Den
mark. They consist of seventeen large islands
and many smaller islands and sand banks and
are separated by tidal inlets connecting the
Wadden Sea to the North Sea.

Geological history of the Texel Inlet area
Quaternary glacial deposits of Saalian age
form the core of Texel Island, where the top of
the Pleistocene sediments is up to 15 m above
mean sea level (Van Staalduinen et aI., 1979).
At the end of the last glacial period (10,000 yrs
B.P.), the sea level was 60 m below present sea

level. From the early Holocene to 7000 yrs B.P.
sea level rose rapidly and barrier-island forma
tion along the Dutch coastline began (Van
Straaten. 1965; Jelgersma, 1979; Jelgersma et
aI., 1979; Zagwijn, 1986). Texel Inlet originated
in about the 10th century A.D. (Schoorl, 1973),
although in the 12th century A.D. it was still
possible to walk to Texel Island (Glim et al..
1987). In 1277 a storm enlarged the Wadden Sea
and Zuider Sea and in 1396 Texel Inlet became
deeper and wider. In response to the closure of
several inlets both to the north and south
between the 14th and 17th centuries A.D.
(Eisma and Wolff, 1980), Texel Inlet widened
and deepened due to an increase of the tidal
prism. By the Present, the inlet channel had
scoured into the Pleistocene deposi ts and, as a
result, glacial pebbles of Pleistocene age are
found on the channel floor as lag deposits.

Physical parameters
Texel Inlet is the largest inlet along the
Wadden Islands chain; it has the deepest
channel (53 m) and the largest tidal prism (10 9
m') (Postma, 1982). The mean tidal range is
1.38 m at the inlet and increases to as much as
3 m eastward along the West Frisian [slands.
The large storage basin behind the inlet allows
a tidal volume to pass through the inlet. in
spite of the relatively small tidal range. Storms
can influence the tides dramatically; a westerly
storm can elevate the water level by at least
2 m in the Wadden Sea (Eisma and Wolff, 1980).
The annual mean wind speed is about 7 m/s.
The prevailing wind is from the west-southwest
(Fig.2a). The dominant wind is mainly from
the west and northwest (Fig.2b). The annual
average (significant) wave height is 1.16 m
(data from Texel Lightship). Although the
most frequent waves come mainly from the
west, waves with relatively longer periods
often come from the northwest (Fig.2c). The
major component of the wave energy flux is
from the west normal to the shoreline. The
resultant longshore component of the wave
energy flux (Fig.2d) is small; if present, it is to
the south.
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Currents and sediment transport along the
Dutch coast and the area adjacent to the inlet
The tidal wave in the North Sea rotates
anticlockwise around three amphidromic

points, The current ellipse rotates clockwise in
the area adjacent to the inlet. Nearer the
shoreline, tidal currents are bidirectional par
allel to the coast (flood currents to the
northeast and ebb currents to the southwest).
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Along the coast and in the tidal inlets the mean
flood currents are stronger than the ebb
currents (Van Straaten, 1961; Postma, 1982).
This is due to a deformation of the tidal wave
in shallow water (King, 1959; Stride, 1982). The
asymmetry of the ebb and flood current veloci
ties is most significant off the Texel coast
(Otto, 1971). Since sand transport rates on the
sea floor are approximately proportional to
the third power of the difference between the
current speed and the threshold speed for
moving the sand, any asymmetry in peak ebb
and flood current speeds can have a significant
effect on the net transport (Stride, 1982). The
net northeastward sand transport in the
southern bight of the North Sea off the Dutch
coast was determined from bedform measure
ments and current calculations (Johnson and
Stride, 1969; McCave, 1971; Otto, 1971; Ter
windt, 1971; Stride, 1982). Numerical modelling
and field observations show northeastward
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depth-averaged residual currents generated
by tides and wind (Postma, 1982; Sunder
mann and Lenz, 1983). Dietrich (1963) and Van
der Giessen et al. (in prep.) found that the
bottom tidal currents measured at a station
offshore from TexelIsland had net components
directed northwards and landwards.
Current patterns

General patterns
The current patterns in the ebb-tidal delta of
Texel Inlet during one tidal cycle, averaged
over the interval from the water surface to a
depth of 3 m, are shown in Fig.3. At the inlet,
south and west of the Noorderhaaks (the main
ebb-tidal delta shoal), tidal currents are strongly
bidirectional. North of the Noorderhaaks,
where the current direction rotates clockwise
during the tide, current velocities are rela
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Fig.4.a. Difference between maximum flood and ebb current velocities at twenty measuring stations in the ebb·tidal delta.
Arrows indicate the ebb and flood directions. Length of arrows represents the speed difference (em/s).

tively low and equally strong in all directions
throughout the tidal cycle. This pattern seems
to be due to the interaction of the shore
parallel tidal currents with tidal currents
through the inlet.

Currents in the individual channels
The depth-averaged flow velocities at twenty
stations over two tidal cycles are shown in
FigAa. A high maximum current velocity of
the flood relative to that of the ebb occurs in
the Molengat channel, the inlet channel
(Marsdiep), the Schulpengat channel and near
the coast south of the inlet (stations 5 and 6).
The maximum ebb currents are stronger than
the maximum flood currents near the Zuider
haaks (stations 12, 13 and 14), at stations 8 and
9 in the Nieuwe Schulpengat and at the
stations 1 and 17. In the Westgat and at

stations 11 and 7, the maximum ebb and flood
current velocities are more-or-less equal. Time
velocity curves show that the duration of the
ebb period is longer than that of the flood at all
twenty stations. Through the inlet, the calcu
lated ebb-tidal prism is larger than the flood
tidal prism. Note that the quoted measure
ments were made in a period with the prevail
ing wind from the east to northeast. Easterly
winds can strongly enhance the ebb currents
and extend the duration of the ebb in the inlet
(Wassing, 1968).

Total sediment transport rate
The total sediment transport rate (bed and
suspended load) was calculated for the twenty
stations. The net sediment transport rates
during two tidal cycles are shown in FigAb and
Table 1.
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Fig.4.b. The net total sediment transport during two tidal cycles at twenty stations calculated with the formula of
Engelund and Hansen (1967). The arrow lengths indicate three levels: 1-100 kgjm, 100-1000 kg/m and 1000-10000 kg/m.
The absolute values are shown in Table 1 (measured on May 15·-16, 1974, courtesy of the Ministry of Transport and Public
Works).

For calculation, the formula of Engelund
and Hansen (1967) was used:
0.05 oP,o U'

K, = 10 e -4.6·L'
(1)

s=
t
ql. gO' od,o C'

K,=0.001 m

0

where S, = total transport rate (kg/m), U =
depth-averaged flow velocity (m/s), q = relative
density (1.65), g= acceleration of gravity (m/s 1 ),
d,o = median particle size of bed material (m),
C= the Chezy coefficient (mo., Is) and P, = sedi
ment density (2650) (kg/m').
Further:
C=

is estimated by the Van den Berg (1987)
formula:

18

log

(1~~

)

(2)

where h = water depth (m) and K s = the effec
tive bed roughness of Nikuradse (m), where K,

0.6 < U < 2 mls
U", 2 mls

(3a)
(3b)

The results show that in the Molengat, as
well as in the inlet, sediment is transported in
the flood direction except at station 17 and
station 1. In the southwestern part of the ebb
delta, the net sediment transport at stations 5
and 10 is in the flood direction, while it is in the
ebb direction at all the other stations. This
pattern corresponds to the pattern in Fig.4a.
The northeasterly winds should have influ
enced the measurements by increasing the ebb
directed sediment transport in the southwest
ern ebb delta and the inlet, although as it is the
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TABLE 1
The net sediment transport during two tidal cycles at
twenty stations, calculated with the formula of Engelund
and Hansen (1967). Minus sign indicates ebb direction and
plus sign indicates flood direction

Station
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Sediment transport (kg/m)
-4646
70
479
1478
578
-20
-437
-2585
-2106
1525
-1147
-2110
-1930
-2547
-384
-421
-1600
40
1029
1210

and presumably induced erosion of the channel
bottom and forward migration of the distal
lobe (Fig.5d).
Echosounding profiles

The orientations oi the asymmetrical bed
forms are shown by the echosounding profiles.
Their locations are given in Fig.6a.
Along profile Jl7-1 (Fig.6b), the slipface
orientation of the bedforms is to the north (i.e.,
in the flood direction). This orientation did not
change during the tidal cycle. Along the
southern part of J17-2 (Fig.6b), the large
bedforms are mostly ebb-oriented. Further to
the south (Fig.6b, J17-3), low, widely spaced
sand waves ascend the terminal lobe and
vanish towards its top. Profiles J17-2 and J17-3
were taken near the end of the flood tide and
indicate that the bedforms maintained their

a.
TEXEL

sediment transport in the flood direction
depressed.

IS

Geomorphological evolution

Hydrographic charts have been made of this
area since 1796, and detailed echosounding
maps have been made regularly since 1947
(Joustra, 1971). These have allowed some
conclusions to be drawn about channel mi
gration in the ebb delta of the Wadden area
(Bakker and Joustra, 1970; De Reus, ]985; Sha,
1989). The geomorphological history of the
area based on these maps is shown in Fig.5.
Section A'-Q' (Fig.5b) shows sedimentation
and landward migration of the shoal since
1896. From these and similar reconstructions it
is evident that the Noorderhaaks shoal has
grown larger and higher, and migrated
towards the northeast (Fig.5c). Shoaling of the
Westgat channel (Fig.5c) increased the tidal
discharge through the Nieuwe Schulpengat
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ebb (southward) orientation throughout the
tidal cycle.
The sand waves are asymmetrical in the
flood direction along A5 (Fig.6c). Along J19,
the sand waves are symmetrical to asymmetri
cal in the flood direction. However, the bed
forms on this profile may have been disturbed
by dredging activities, which were carried out
in this area shortly before the profile was
recorded. Since profiles A5 and J19 were made
at mid-ebb, and ebb currents may have mo
dified the bedform geometry.
Profiles J20, J23 and J24 were taken during
the late stage of the flood. They all show large
bedforms with a seaward (southwesterly) asym
metry (Fig.6d). The flood currents certainly
smoothed the ebb-oriented bedforms here.
Along profile J24, bedforms change from asym
metrical to symmetrical from the northeast to
the southwest. This may reflect an equilibrium
between the capacity for seaward transport by
ebb flow and landward transport by waves
breaking or deforming on the swash platform
(d. Nummedal and Fischer, 1978).
Profile J22, taken in the Westgat during the
ebb cycle, indicates a lack of large bedforms
but shows instead flood- (in the landward part)
and ebb-oriented (in the seaward part) mega
ripples. Flood-oriented megaripples dominate.
In profiles J7 and J8 there are no bedforms,
these profiles showing merely flat surfaces.
Good quality echosounding profiles were not
obtained in the Molengat due to weather
conditions and the small scale of the bedforms.
The flood-oriented megaripples were recorded
in the deepest area of the channel during mid
flood (J6).
Along the northeastern part of J5, the crests
of the large sand waves are smooth and they
are symmetrical during mid-flood, indicating
modification by the flood currents (Fig.6e). At
the southwestern side of the inlet, the large
sand waves are flood-oriented (Figs.6e and f,
J5 and AI5). These large flood-oriented bed
forms sustained their form throughout the
tidal cycle. Several echosounding profiles (AI6,
A20 and A21) parallel to each other show that
flood-oriented bedforms occupy a large part of

the inlet channel. They can extend up to I km
normal to the channel axis.
Oriented box cores
An example of the lacquer peels and the
orientations of the cross bedding are shown in
Figs.7 and 8 respectively.
The cross bedding (Fig.7) along the coast
south of the inlet and in the Schulpengat
channel dips (Fig.8) to the north, i.e., in the
flood direction, while the orientations of the
cross bedding in the area of the Zuiderhaaks
(Fig.8) are mainly to the west-southwest. The
cross bedding in the surface sediments of the
Westgat channel (Fig.8) shows both an ebb and
a flood orientation. North of the Noorder
haaks, the sedimentary structures are confined
mainly to thin, even laminations, while on the
basis of a few samples from this area, the
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Fig.? An example of the lacquer peels made from the oriented box cores, showing small*scale cross-bedding.
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orientations (Fig.S) of the cross bedding are
northeasterly.
The cross bedding of the surface sedimen ts in
the Molengat channel, as revealed by the box
cores, is orien ted to the southeast (Fig.S). Near
the spit of Texel Island the cross bedding is
directed landward. In the inlet, the orientation
of the large cross beds is also landward.
Summary of evidence of sand transport
directions

In the Nieuwe Schulpengat, several factors
testify to the ebb-dominated sand transport in
the seaward part of the channel: the high
maximum ebb-current velocity, the calculated
seaward sediment transport, the bedform ori
entation and the progradation of the distal
lobe of the Nieuwe Schulpengat channel.
However, the ebb- and flood-oriented bedforms
diverge in the middle of profile J17-2 at a point
where strong erosion occurs. In the Schulpen
gat channel and the small channel east of the
Nieuwe Schulpengat channel, the flood-domi
nated transport is inferred from factors similar
to those just mentioned; i.e. higher maximum
flood-current velocities, the calculated sedi
ment transport rate, the bedform orientation
and the sedimentary structures. In the channel
extending to the Zuiderhaaks, the seaward
sand transport is strongly supported by the
evidence of the higher maximum ebb-current
velocities, again the calculated rate of sedi
ment transport, the bedforms and the sedimen
tary structures. In the Westgat, maximum
flood- and ebb-current velocities are equal. The
sediment transport is calculated to be in the
seaward direction, but the bedforms tend to
indicate flood-dominated transport in this
channel. The spit at the southwest of the
Noorderhaaks, resulting from wave-induced
current transport, and the tidal shield between
the main ebb channel and the Westgat, suggest
flood dominance (Figs.l and 9). Tidal shields
within tidal channels (terminal lobes or sills)
separate flood and ebb currents (Van Veen,
1950; Robinson, 1960). North of the Noorder
haaks, the sedimentary structures and the bed

geomorphology show the dominance of wave
processes. Dips of cross beds in a few box cores
and the growth of the shoal in the northeast
erly to easterly direction confirm that sand is
transported in the same direction. The large
flood-oriented bedforms, the landward-dipping
cross bedding, the higher maximum flood
current velocities relative to those of the ebb
and the calculated landward sediment trans
port at most of these stations indicate a net
landward transport of sediment in the Molen
gat and in the inlet, except at stations 1 and 17.
Discussion

The effect of the interruption of shore-parallel
tidal currents by the inlet
Near the inlet, the shore-parallel tidal cur
rents are interrupted by the tidal currents
through the inlet normal to the shoreline
(Fig.10). Such an effect can extend seaward for
several nautical miles, depending on the size of
the inlet and its tidal prism. South of the inlet,
the shore-parallel tidal currents, on the ebb as
well as the flood, are enhanced by the currents
through the inlet. These currents are strongly
bidirectional. North of the inlet, the shore
parallel tidal currents are deflected and re
fracted during the ebb and flood tides, respec
tively. This interaction between shore-parallel
and shore-normal tidal currents produces a
more-or-less circular current ellipse north of
the inlet (Fig.3). Consequently, the current
velocity in anyone direction is low. The
existence of an ebb-tidal delta can enhance
such tidal current interaction around tidal
inlets.
This tidal current pattern near the inlet
favors shoal development north of the inlet
and, possibly, channel development to the
south. The main channel of the tidal inlet is
indeed aligned asymmetrically to the south
west and south. Other Dutch tidal inlets (e.g.,
Terschelling Inlet and Ameland Inlet) show
similar developments (Sha, in prep.). This is
one of the more dramatic results of the inter
ruption of the shore-parallel tidal currents.
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Flood dominance in the inlet
Several factors indicate that the sand trans
port through the inlet is flood-dominated. This
dominance is mainly due to the higher flood
current velocities compared to the ebb-current
velocities in the inlet. The asymmetry between
ebb and flood currents is possibly related to the
asymmetrical tides in the North Sea (higher
flood-current velocities than ebb-current velo
cities). When tides enter the inlet, the restric
tion of the inlet intensifies the asymmetry. and

in most of the Dutch tidal inlets flood-current
velocities are higher than ebb-current veloci
ties (Postma, 1982). Another reason is that
Texel Inlet adjoins a very large open basin
(83% subtidal area). Boon and Byrne (1981)
used a numerical model featuring a closed
hypsometric (area-height) representation of
basin storage volume in their study of channel
flow relationships in a typical basin and inlet
system at Wachapreague. Virginia. on the east
coast of the United States. They concluded
that a sediment-filled basin having an adequate
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connection with the sea produces positive
(flood > ebb) tidal duration differences and,
therefore, greater peak discharge and peak
velocity during the ebb. Conversely, an open
basin produces negative (ebb > flood) tidal
duration differences associated with greater
peak discharge during the flood, as seen in
Texel Inlet. Moreover, wind and wave effects
can also enhance the flood dominance here. A
net landward (eastward) sand transport
through the inlet to the Wadden Sea is
assumed by Wiersma and Van Alphen (1988)
while an eastward sand transport in the
Wadden Sea was reported by De Boer (1979).
Proposed sand transport model for the Texel
Inlet

Based on the above data and discussion, a
general sand transport model for the ebb-tidal
delta and Texel Inlet is proposed (Fig.9).

In the ebb delta, the sand is transported in
and out through a series of neighboring ebb
and flood-dominated channels. The sand,
which is transported to the seaward margin of
the ebb delta by the ebb flow through the
channels, is then carried further north by the
tidal currents along the delta front. Part is
deposited on the shoal north of the Noorder
haaks, because in that area the rotating
current pattern reduces the unidirectional
current transport, and part of the sand returns
to the inlet through the Molengat channel.
Waves, especially the higher and longer waves
from the north and the northwestern sector.
move sand onshore to form swash bars and
channel-margin linear bars. The coalescing of
these two types of bars has produced the
Noorderhaaks. In the inlet, landward sand
transport dominates due to the higher flood
current velocities relative to the ebb-current
velocities. Thus. sand from the North Sea and
from the adjacent coast is the source for both
the ebb-tidal delta and the inlet, including its
drainage basin.

Conclusion
In the southwestern ebb-tidal delta, sand
transport and exchange between the North Sea
and Wadden Sea occurs through the neighbor
ing flood- and ebb-dominated channels. This
study reveals no significant, wave-induced, net,
northward longshore drift in the area as has
previously generally been believed (Van Veen,
1935; Bruun and Gerritsen, 1959). Northward
sand transport takes place only at the seaward
margin of the ebb delta, under the influence of
the tidal currents parallel to the coast. Sand is
deposited in the northern ebb-delta shoal and is
moved shorewards by waves. Some of it returns
to the main circulation of the ebb delta through
the flood-dominated Molengat channel. North
Sea sands are transported landward through
the inlet into the Wadden Sea.
In Texel Inlet and its ebb-tidal delta, tidal
currents play an important role because of the
large tidal prism through the inlet, and be
cause of the interaction of tidal currents
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through the inlet with those in the North Sea.
The influence of waves on ebb-tidal deltas
depends not only on the wave energy, but also
on their direction. The differences between the
ebb-tidal deltas of Texel Inlet and the East
Frisian Islands, and ebb deltas elsewhere are
related to the tidal prism, the ratio between
tidal prism and wave-induced longshore trans
port rate, the specific current patterns and the
distribution of wave directions in the specific
areas.
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Chapter 5

VARIATION IN EBB-DELTA MORPHOLOGIES ALONG THE WEST AND
EAST FRISIAN ISLANDS, THE NETHERLANDS AND GERMANY

(Marine Geology 89: 11 - 28)

Abstract
Ebb-delta morphologies in the West and East Frisian Islands differ mainly in terms of the direction and the degree of
asymmetry of the ebb-deltas. In the East Frisian Islands, the ebb-tidal deltas and their main ebb channels are
asymmetrically directed downdrift (to the east). In the West Frisian Islands, they are asymmetrically directed updrift
(to the west), except for a few of the small ebb-tidal deltas which are asymmetrically directed downdrift.
Earlier theories for the East Frisian Islands considered wind~driven waves coming dominantly from the west to be
the main cause of the downdrift asymmetry of the ebb-tidal deltas. Theories for the West Frisian Islands related the
updrift-directed ebb-tidal deltas to tidal currents. None of these theories can explain the morphological variation in
the ebb-tidal deltas for both the West and East Frisian Islands.
Observation of the ebb-delta morphologies of the West and East Frisian Islands in relation to tidal and wave
regimes shows that the above-mentioned difference in the ebb-delta morphologies is due to the varying importance of
the tidal prism and the wave-induced longshore drift for the different inlets. The difference is especially pronounced
between the large and the small ebb-tidal deltas because their tidal prisms are different.
The inlets with a large tidal prism have large ebb-tidal deltas and they are dominated by tidal currents. Interaction
of marine shore-parallel tidal currents with onshore-offshore inlet tidal currents, which is enhanced by the ebb·delta
shoals, causes the large ebb-tidal deltas and their main ebb channels to be asymmetrically directed updrift (to the
west). The inlets with a small tidal prism have small ebb-tidal deltas and they are dominated by waves. Eastward
moving deep-water wave and wave-induced longshore drift drive the small ebb-tidal deltas asymmetrically downdrift
(to the east).
The general model proposed not only explains the varying morphologies of the ebb-tidal deltas of the West and East
Frisian Islands, but is also applicable to other ebb-tidal deltas.

Introduction

Extensive descriptions have been given to
the morphology of ebb-tidal deltas and inlets
(Hayes, 1975, 1980; Oertel, 1975; Hubbard et aI.,
1977). Most of these studies deal with the
coasts of North America and the southern
North Sea. Most authors agree that the

interaction of tides and wind waves is the main
factor controlling morphologies of ebb-tidal
deltas, inlets and barrier islands. However, the
influence of tidal current patterns in the open
sea (marine tidal currents) on ebb-tidal deltas
is an aspect which has received little attention.
This influence is particularly important along
the North Sea coast (e.g., the Frisian Islands)
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because the North Sea is strongly tide-influ
enced (Stride, 1982). This paper concentrates
on the ebb-tidal deltas of the East and West
Frisian Islands (Fig. 1).
Interest in sediment transport and the mor
phology of the ebb-tidal deltas and the inlets of
the Frisian Islands began in the 1930's. Inten
sive measurements and studies led to the
development of several theories (Gaye and
Walther, 1935; Van Veen, 1936; Bruun and
Gerritsen, 1959; Edelman, 1961; Luck, 1976;
Nummedal and Penland, 1981; FitzGerald et
a!., 1984; Sha, 1989a,b). The efforts of Dutch
and German engineers in particular have made
this study possible. Furthermore, many unpub
lished reports (e.g., Battjes, 1960; Joustra, 1971;
De Reus, 1985) are valuable, but are not
generally known. Due to the recent Dutch
Coastal Genesis.Project, interest in the Frisian
[sland inlets has renewed, and in this paper the
main ideas on the ebb-tidal deltas and the
inlets along the West and East Frisian Islands

are reviewed, and a general model is proposed
based on recent data and studies. This model
may be useful for other areas where control
ling conditions are similar.
General setting
The West and East Frisian Islands are
situated along the northern Dutch and German
coasts. They are a series of islands extending
from Texel to the central German Bight (Jade
Bay) and are separated by tidal inlets connect
ing the back-barrier Wadden Sea with the
North Sea. Seaward of the inlets, ebb-tidal
deltas form. The back-barrier tidal basin, the
Wadden Sea, is largely occupied by tidal flats
intersected by contributory tidal channels and
gullies that carry outflow as the tide falls. The
basin is divided into separate drainage areas
for each inlet.
The Frisian Islands are assumed to have
formed in the Holocene during the Atlanticum
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Epoch, as a result of the Holocene sea-leval
rise (Jelgersma, 1979; Zagwijn, 1986). The
Pleistocene morphology influenced the loca
tion of the Frisian barrier islands; some of the
West Frisian Islands (e.g., Texel and Vlieland)
have Pleistocene deposits as a "backbone"
(Van Staalduinen, 1977; Eisma and Wolff,
1980).
Wind-driven waves along the West and East
Frisian Islands are generally toward the east,
and the wave-energy flux has a significant net
eastward component (Nummedal and Penland,
1981; Sha, 1989a). Thus, a general longshore
drift is assumed to move from the southwest to
the northeast along the West and East Frisian
Islands. However, the wave-induced longshore
drift along the coast adjacent to Texel Inlet is
small and possibly southwards, because the
shoreline curves to the south and faces the
predominant wave direction perpendicularly
(Sha, 1989a,b). The tidal wave progrades from
west to east along the coast because the tide
within the North Sea rotates anticlockwise
around three amphidromic points. The tidal
range is microtidal (1.4 m) near Texel Inlet and
increases to mesotidal (3 m) to the east
(Postma, 1982). Tidal currents along this part
of the North Sea coast run parallel to the coast
to the northeast during flood and to the
southwest during ebb.
The terms downdrift and updrift are used to
indicate the asymmetrical direction of ebb
tidal deltas and offset inlets. They refer to the
direction of the general wave-induced long
shore drift and not to the reversing marine
tidal currents parallel to the coast. Thus,
downdrift is to the east, in the direction of the
general longshore drift, and updrift is to the
west, in the opposite direction to the general
longshore drift. Because the shoreline adjacent
to Texel Inlet is almost on a south-north line,
the downdrift and updrift directions must be to
the north and to the south, but for the sake of
convenience this difference will not be spe
cified everywhere in the paper. Downdrift offset
inlet means that the island downdrift (east) of
an inlet protrudes farther seaward than the
island updrift (west) of an inlet. Updrift offset

inlet means that the island updrift (west) of an
inlet protrudes farther seaward than the island
downdrift (east) of an inlet (U.S.A.C.E.R.C.,
1977).

Development of theories
It was shown that sand transported by the
eastward littoral drift bypasses the inlets ofthe
East Frisian Islands by means of bar migration
along the periphery of the ebb-tidal deltas.
Sand accumulates on bars lying north of the
eastern ends of each island. These bars move
along arcuate shoals from west to east (Gaye
and Walther, 1935). Walther (1969) recognized
sickle bars ("Riffbogen") from aerial photo
graphs. Their ideas were further developed and
modified (Homeier and Kramer, 1957; Kramer,
1960; Luck, 1976; Hanisch, 1981; Nummedal
and Penland, 1981; FitzGerald et aI., 1984)
(Figs.2 and 3), but the original ideas of Gaye
and Walther are generally accepted for the
ebb-tidal delta-inlet systems along the East
Frisian Islands. Further, the asymmetrical
form of the ebb-tidal delta of Norderney Inlet
was attributed to the eastward, wave-induced
longshore drift and residual tidal currents
(Nummedal and Penland, 1981). These ideas
may be true for the ebb-tidal delta-inlet
systems along the East Frisian Islands, but
they are clearly not applicable to the ebb-tidal
delta-inlet systems along the West Frisian
Islands because the latter have similar wave
conditions but different directions of the asym
metry of the ebb-tidal deltas.
It was suggested that in the ebb-tidal deltas
of the West Frisian Islands channels develop
such that the largest one is at the updrift side
and the smallest at the downdrift side of an
inlet (Fig.4a), because the water surface gradi
ent is proposed as being largest in the updrift
channel and smallest in the downdrift channel
(Fig.4b) (Van Veen, 1936). Later, Bakker and
Joustra (1970) reported that they found no
evidence from their measurements for such
differences in gradient to support this hypothe
sis. The refraction of tidal waves around
the ebb-tidal deltas may produce the same
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gradient, which then would maintain strong
currents in all the channels.
The downdrift-offset inlets along the Dutch
coast were considered to be the result of
interaction of the tidal currents along the
coast with those through the inlets (Figs.5a-c)
(Edelman, 1961). The problem was simplified
because wave refraction around inlets can also
form downdrift-offset inlets. The wave refrac
tion around an inlet can generate a local

reverse longshore drift at the coast im
mediately downdrift of an inlet, which is
opposite to the direction of the regional
general drift (Goldsmith et aI., 1975; Hayes and
Kana, 1976), and the local longshore drift
reversal at the downdrift coast of an inlet can
also be generated by wave-current interaction
at the inlet mouth (Lynch-Blosse and Kumar,
1976; Davis and Fox, 1981). This local long
shore drift reversal is an important factor

Fig.2. A model of a long-term cycle for a tidal inlet of the East Frisian Islands (from Luck, 1976). Six stages of development
are distinguished.A and B - the neighbouring islands; B' - split off western part of island B; M and M' - middle sand shoal
(island); 01 and 02- tidal inlets in the chosen starting situation; 0 - single-channel tidal inlet; 01' and 02 - new tidal
inlets; e and f - ebb- and flood-tidal currents indicated by arrows.
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responsible for the formation of downdrift
offset inlets_
Current roses in the ebb-tidal delta of Texel
Inlet show that there are strong, bidirectional
tidal currents in the southern part of the ebb
tidal delta, in the inlet as well as along the
front of the delta, and that there are relatively
weak, rotational tidal currents in the northern
part of the ebb-tidal delta (Fig.6). The different
current patterns are produced by the inter
action of shore-parallel tidal currents along

the Dutch North Sea coast with onshore
offshore tidal currents through the inlet (Fig_7)
(Sha, 1989a,b), which is enhanced by the ebb
delta shoals (Fig.8). Due to different current
patterns in the northern and southern part of
the ebb-tidal delta produced by this cur
rent-current interaction, the updrift-directed,
asymmetrical, ebb-tidal delta and main ebb
channel form (Sha, 1989a,b).
However, despite the volume of information
in the foregoing models, the different ebb-delta
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morphologies of the West and East Frisian
Islands still remain to be explained,
Morphological variability
The morphology of the ebb-tidal deltas and
the inlets along the West and East Frisian
Islands are shown in Figs.9 and 10. Emphasis
will mainly be on the offset inlets, the direc
tions of the asymmetry of the ebb-tidal deltas,
and the geometric dimensions of the ebb-tidal
delta-inlet systems which are closely related
to the tidal prism. Some inlets near or con

nected with the mouth of Ems Estuary will not
be discussed because their conditions differ
from those in the neighbouring inlets. How
ever, their geometries can be explained by the
mogel presented (e.g., Borkum Inlet),
Offset inlets

Nearly all tidal inlets along the West and
East Frisian Islands are downdrift-offset inlets.
The "drumstick head" (Hayes and Kana, 1976;
FitzGerald et aI., 1984) is at the western end of
each island, while the "tail" extends to the
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east. The shoreline downdrift of each inlet
protrudes farther seawards than the shoreline
updrift of each inlet (Figs.9 and 10).

Ebb-delta asymmetry
The ebb-tidal deltas and the main ebb
channels in the inlets of Texel, Terschelling,
Arneland and Schiermonnikoog in the West
Frisian Islands are strongly asymmetrical up
drift, but those for Vlieland and Engelsman
plaat Inlets are directed slightly downdrift
(Fig.9). Along the East Frisian Islands, the ebb·

tidal deltas in the Norderney, Baltrum, Lan
geoog, Spiekeroog, and Wangerooge Inlets are
downdrift-directed (Fig. 10). Directions of the
offset inlets and directions of the asymmetry of
the ebb-tidal deltas are not consistently related
for the tidal inlets in the West and East Frisian
Islands (Figs.9 and 10).

Geometric dimensions and tidal prism
In this context, the geometric dimensions of
an ebb-tidal delta~inlet system refer to certain
geometric characteristics of the system, e.g.,
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the maximum depth of an inlet, the depth of the
channels in an ebb-tidal delta, the distance of
seaward extension of an ebb-tidal delta and the
surface area of an ebb-tidal delta. These
characteristics are mainly controlled by the
tidal prism through an inlet. It has been shown
that the main ebb channel length in an inlet
and the related distance of seaward extension
of the ebb-tidal delta generally increase with
the increasing tidal prism through the inlet
(Sha, 1989b). The cross-sectional area of an
inlet is related to its tidal prism (O'Brien, 1931,
1969; Jarrett, 1976). The geometric dimensions
of an ebb-tidal delta-inlet system are ulti
mately related to its drainage area and its tidal
range because the tidal prism through an inlet
is an effect of a combination of these two
factors.
Eastward along the West and East Frisian

Islands the maximum depth in the inlets and
the distance of seaward extension of the ebb
tidal deltas generally decrease as the tidal
prism decreases. In the same direction the
length of the islands decreases and the tidal
range increases (Table 1). Lengths of barrier
islands generally decrease with increasing
tidal range (Hayes, 1979). Exceptions are
Vlieland and Englesmanplaat Inlets where the
ebb-tidal deltas are small, as are the tidal
prisms.
In the inlets of Texel, Terschelling, Ameland
and Schiermonnikoog, the ebb-tidal deltas
mostly prograde seawards to the depth con
tours of - 20 m MSL. The configurations of the
ebb-tidal deltas are clearly outlined by the
-10 m contour (Fig_9). The channels in these
ebb-tidal deltas, connecting the Wadden Sea
with the North Sea, are at least 5 m below
MSL. In the inlets of Viieland and Engelsman
plaat, the configurations of the ebb-tidal deltas
are outlined by the - 5 m contour; the chan
nels in the ebb-tidal deltas do not extend
below the - 5 m contour. At Norderney, Bal
trum, Langeoog, Spiekeroog and Wangerooge
Inlets in the East Frisian Islands, the configu
rations of the ebb-tidal deltas are outlined by
the - 2 m contour, and the channels in these
deltas do not extend below this contour
(Fig. 10).
A model for variation in the ebb-delta
morphologies along the West and East
Frisian Islands
Ebb-tidal deltas are the product of mainly
tidal currents and wave action (Hayes, 1975,
1980; Oertel, 1975; Hubbard et aI., 1977, 1979;
Bruun, 1978; Nummedal and Fischer, 1978;
FitzGerald et aI., 1984). Wave-induced long
shore drift generally tends to close inlets,
whereas tidal currents through an inlet main
tain the inlet channel (Bruun, 1978)_ Moreover,
waves and longshore drift tend to form shoals
and bars at the inlet mouth, whereas tidal
currents scour channels. The morphology and
migration of these bars influence the channels
(Oertel, 1977, Sha, 1989b). Oertel (1975) showed
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schematically that wave-induced longshore
currents controlled the lateral extension and
the asymmetry of ebb-tidal deltas, and that
transverse tidal currents through the inlets
controlled their seaward extension (Fig.ll).
However, the interaction of open-marine cur
rents (e.g., tidal currents and wave-induced
longshore drift) with inlet tidal currents is
complex in the area of the Frisian Islands
because tidal currents along the coast are a
very important component of the marine cur
rents.

The effect of shore-parallel tidal currents
The interaction of onshore-offshore tidal
currents through the inlets with shore-parallel
tidal currents along the coast of the West and
East Frisian Islands is schematically illus
trated in Fig.7. Because the open-marine tidal

currents parallel to the coast meet the inlet
tidal currents transverse to the coast at the
inlet mouth during both flood and ebb, the
reversing tidal currents parallel to the coast
immediately updrift of an inlet are reinforced
by the reversing tidal currents through the
inlet, which results in the bidirectional, rather
strong tidal currents, whereas the reversing
tidal currents parallel to the coast immediately
downdrift of an inlet are counteracted by the
reversing tidal currents through the inlet,
where the rotational, relatively weak tidal
currents occur (Fig.6). This counteraction
occurs because the slope of the sea surface at
the coast immediately downdrift of an inlet is
opposite to the general slope of the sea surface
along the stretch of coast around the inlet
during both flood and ebb due to the existence
of the inlet. The interaction can also be
explained by invoking that the onshore-off
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shore tidal currents through the inlet are
driven to the updrift side of the inlet by the
shore-parallel tidal currents along the coast
during ebb and that the shore-parallel tidal
currents along the coast are interrupted at the
inlet mouth during the flood. This interaction
is enhanced by the configuration of the ebb
tidal deltas (Fig.8). An ebb-tidal delta acts as
a seaward-protruding groin deflecting shore
parallel tidal currents along the coast offshore,
causing a strong bypassing current in front of
it and creating a gyre at one side of it or
the other during flood and ebb respectively
(Figs.8a and b). Because of the presence of
the inlet landward of the ebb-tidal delta,

the significant gyre will only occur at the
side downdrift (east) of the inlet (Figs.8c
and d). Data from the "Stroomatlas Neder
land" (M.M.A.H., 1985) support these ideas.
The result of this interaction is the updrift
directed, asymmetrical, ebb-tidal deltas and
main ebb channels. Downdrift of the main ebb
channel, a large ebb-delta shoal, i.e., the
shallow part of the ebb-tidal delta, forms.

The effects of waves
The dominant wind waves along the West
and East Frisian Islands are toward the east.
They do not show significant variation in
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TABLE I
Island lengths, maximum inlet depths, distances of seaward extension of ebb-tidal deltas, tidal
ranges and tidal prisms through inlets along the West and East Frisian Islands. (Data for tidal
ranges and tidal prisms are from Postma (1982) and other data are from the maps published by
The Netherlands Ministry of Transport and Public Works.) Dashes indicate no data.
INLETS

Tidal

Tidal

Island

Max.

Prism

Range

Length

I n Ie t
Depth

Ebb-Delta
Seaward
Distance

(The West
Frisian

Islands)

6 3
( 10 m )

Texel
Vl1eIand
Terschelling
Ameland
Engelsmanplaat
Schlermonnikoog
Simonszand
Rottumerplaat
Rottumeroog

(The East
Frisian
Islands)

1050
160
880
430
100
200
70
160
70

(m)
I. 40

-

1.80
2.00

-

2. 20

-

2.23

-

( 10 6 m3 )

(m)

Borkum
1000
Julst (-Memmert)
Norderney
163
Baltrum
42
135
Langeoog
114
Spiekeroog
Wangerooge
Minsener-Oldeoog

2. 26
2.40
2. 41
2.40
2. 60
2. 68
2.82
2.90

-

-

(km)
23.5
17.5
30.0
23.5
2.5
15.0
1.5
5.5
3.0

(km)
10.5
15.0
13.0
4.4
10.0
9.4
7.6
2.0

(m)

(km)

50.0
19.0
45.0
28.5
16.0
20.0
17.0
21.0
II. 5

II. 0

(m)

(km)

35.0
20.0
23.5

15.0
8.0
3.0
1.7
3.6
2.9
2.6

-

-

-

3.9
8.9
6.0
3. I
5.0
3.0
3.0
2.0
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Fig.lO. Morphology ofthe ebb-tidal deltas along the East Frisian Islands (after FitzGerald et aI., 1984). Note that the ebb-tidal
deltas and the main ebb channels in most of the inlets are asymmetrical downdrift. Location of the map is shown in Fig.1.
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drift-offset inlets are thus formed (Goldsmith et
aI., 1975; Lynch-Blosse and Kumar, 1976).
Wave refraction has practically the same effect
as the interaction of shore-parallel tidal cur
rents along the coast with onshore-offshore
tidal currents through the inlets has on
formation of the offset inlets along the West
and East Frisian Islands (Fig.5).

The effects of geometric dimensions and tidal
prism

Fig.n. Models of asymmetrical ebb·tidal deltas for the
Georgia coast (Oertel, 1975). Arrow lengths indicate
relative importance of tidal currents through inlets and
wave-induced longshore currents along the coast.

direction from the west to the east, but the
deep-water wave power probably increases
slightly from the southwest to the northeast
(Nummedal and Fischer, 1978). The main effect
of waves along the coast of the West and East
Frisian Islands is to generate an easterly
longshore drift. Due to this drift, sand eroded
at the western and central parts of the islands
is transported eastward and accumulates at
the eastern end. This forces the inlets to shift
to the east. Sand accumulated at the updrift
side of an inlet may bypass the inlet in the form
of migrating bars under the influence of waves
from the west, as described by Gaye and
Walther (1935), Luck (1976) and Nummedal and
Penland (1981). By this process, the ebb-tidal
deltas and the main ebb channels tend to
become asymmetrical downdrift (to the east)
(Fig.3).
Waves have another effect on the adjacent
shoreline of an inlet. The waves from the west
refract around the ebb-tidal deltas because
wave crests tend to become parallel to depth
contours in shallow water. The wave refrac
tion produces a longshore drift reversal down
drift of an inlet and makes an inlet a natural
trap for sand drifting longshore. The down·

It is clear that wind waves (dominantly from
the west) and interaction of marine tidal
currents parallel to the coast with inlet tidal
currents transverse to the coast are acting in
opposite directions to form the asymmetrical
shape of the ebb-tidal deltas along the West
and East Frisian Islands. What causes the
different asymmetrical directions of the ebb
tidal deltas in this area?
For an inlet having a large tidal prism and
thus a large ebb-tidal delta, tidal currents are
important if wave conditions are not changed.
The interaction of shore-parallel tidal currents
along the coast with onshore-offshore tidal
currents through the inlets (Fig.7) becomes
dominant and it drives the main ebb channels
of the ebb-tidal delta to the west (updrift
asymmetry). In contrast, for an inlet'having a
small tidal prism and thus a small ebb-tidal
delta, waves become relatively more import
ant. Tidal currents are not able to erode all the
sand added by the easterly wave-in~uced
longshore drift to the ebb-tidal deltas. The
eastward-moving longshore drift forces the
ebb-tidal deltas and the main ebb channels to
become asymmetrical downdrift (to the east).
Because on the whole the tidal prism through
the inlets decreases and the deep wave energy
flux increases slightly from the southwest to
the northeast, the large ebb-tidal deltas along
the West Frisian Islands are asymmetrical
updrift, e.g., Texel, Terschelling and Ameland
Inlets (Fig.9), and the small ebb-tidal deltas
along the East Frisian Islands are asymmetri
cal downdrift, e.g., Norderney, Baltrum and
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Langeoog Inlets (Fig.10). The small ebb-tidal
deltas along the West Frisian Islands are also
asymmetrical downdrift.
The geometrical dimensions of an ebb-tidal
delta-inlet system can influence the hydro
dynamic systems. Morphological influences on
flow patterns have been reported by Oertel
(1977) and Sha (1989b) (Fig.8). In general, the
upper shoreface is continually dominated by
wind waves, and the lower shoreface is rela
tively more influenced by marine currents,
i.e., mainly the tidal currents in the North Sea
(which are influenced by wind and storm
waves) (Sha, 1989a, in prep.). The rigour of
wave agitation decreases markedly from the
upper to lower shoreface and marine currents
tend to be more intense over the lower
shoreface than over the upper shoreface
where they are inhibited by greater bottom
friction (Swift et aI., 1985). Large ebb-tidal
deltas have deep channels and extend far out
to sea (to the lower shoreface and the inner
shelf). Therefore, the influence of the marine
currents (shore·parallel tidal currents in the
North Sea) on the large ebb-tidal deltas
becomes stronger. The interrupted wave-in
duced longshore drift towards the east enters
the updrift-oriented channels and moves to
the downdrift side of the main ebb channel by
a zigzag movement through the ebb·delta
channels (e.g., Texel Inlet) (Sha, 1989a). The
small ebb-tidal deltas have small channels and
are more within the zone of the upper shore
face. They are dominated by continuous
strong wave action and the related longshore
drift. The longshore drift transports sand
along the ebb-delta periphery eastward (e.g.,
Norderney Inlet) (Nummedal and Penland,
1981).
The variation in the ebb-delta morphologies
along the West and East Frisian Islands is
the result of the relative importance of the
tidal prism and the wave-induced longshore
drift (Fig.12). The difference in the relative
importance of these two factors is enhanced
by the differing geometric dimensions of an
ebb-tidal delta-inlet system. Because the geo
metric dimensions of an ebb-tidal delta-inlet

decrease

increase
tidal prism

decrease

+

t
increase

geometric dimensions

of ebb-tidal deltas

+
increase

decrease

longshore drift
(wave-driven, net)

Fig.12. Schematic diagram showing factors controlling the
ebb-delta morphologies along the East and West Frisian
Islands. "Net wave-induced longshore drift" represents the
influence of waves, and "Tidal prism" represents the
influence of tidal currents. Geometric dimensions of an
ebb-tidal delta-inlet system are mainly controlled by the
tidal prism and can influence the relative importance of
tidal currents and wave~d.riven currents.

system are mainly related to the tidal prism
(O'Brien, 1931, 1969; Sha, 1989b), the forma
tion of the different ebb·delta morphologies of
the large ebb-tidal deltas along the West
Frisian Islands and the small ebb-tidal deltas
along the East Frisian Islands is ultimately
due to the difference in the relative import
ance of the tidal prism and the wave-induced
longshore drift - and the tidal prism seems to
be the more important factor. Indeed, the
different asymmetrical shapes of the ebb·
tidal deltas of the West and East Frisian
islands show the direct relationship with the
tidal prism (Fig.13). Moreover, the wave
regime does not vary significantly along the
coast.
The downdrift-offset inlets along the West
and East Frisian Islands are formed by wave
refraction around the ebb-tidal deltas, and
probably also influenced by the tidal currents
along the coast and through the inlets (Edel
man, 1961). It is possible that wave refrac
tion and the related longshore drift reversal
is a more important factor responsible for
the downdrift-offset inlets than the tidal cur
rents, because waves dominate the upper
shoreface and marine tidal currents have a
stronger influence on the lower shoreface.
However, this problem requires further investi·
gation.
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Discussion
The above study shows that in addition to
wave-induced longshore drift and onshore
offshore inlet tidal currents, marine shore
parallel tidal currents play an important role
in controlling the morphologies of the ebb-tidal
deltas along the West and East Frisian Islands.
A general model may now be described based
on the wave-induced longshore drift, inlet tidal
currents and open-marine tidal currents
(Fig.14). These three factors are represented by
the various arrows in the figure, in which the
effect of interaction between marine tidal
currents and inlet tidal currents (Fig.7) is
shown by the orientation of the tidal currents
through the inlets.
In Fig.14a waves and interaction of marine
tidal currents parallel to the coast with inlet

tidal currents transverse to the coast tend to
form asymmetrical ebb·tidal deltas, but in
opposite directions alongshore. Thus, the
geometry of the ebb-tidal delta is determined
by the relative importance of the waves and
tidal currents. Larger tidal prisms result in
(westward) updrift asymmetry and smaller
tidal prisms tend to yield (eastward) downdrift
asymmetric ebb-tidal deltas (e.g., the ebb-tidal
deltas in the Frisian Islands).
In Fig.14b waves and interaction of marine
tidal currents with inlet tidal currents tend
to form asymmetrical ebb-tidal deltas in the
same direction alongshore. In this case, the
asymmetry of the ebb-tidal delta is well
defined.
In Fig.14c the inlet tidal currents are not
driven alongshore by marine tidal currents
and run in and out through the inlet sym
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Inlet tidal currents are indicated by arrows pointing landward (flood) and seaward (ebb) and in some cases tend to be
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metrically. The ebb-delta asymmetry is deter
mined by the direction of wave-induced long
shore drift alone, as shown in Oertel's model
(Fig.ll).
In Fig.14d the distribution of wave action is
symmetrical to the inlet (no annual net long
shore component). The ebb-delta asymmetry
is determined by the asymmetrical effect (if
any) of the tidal current patterns (e.g., Texel
Inlet).
Practical aspects
It has been shown that the relative domi
nance of the tidal prism and the longshore drift
controls the ebb-delta morphology. Therefore,
different hydrodynamic situations in the past
should have resulted in different morphologies.

Changes in the morphology of an ebb-tidal
delta may indicate changed dynamic condi
tions.
In the future, natural changes, e.g., an
increase in tidal range, may lead to an increase
in the tidal volume in the Wadden Sea. Thus,
tidal dominance would increase and the tide
induced asymmetry of the ebb-tidal deltas
would be more common. In addition, artificial
changes can have a significant impact on
the morphology of an ebb-tidal delta. For
example, the construction of dams in the
Wadden Sea may change the tidal volume and
the construction of dams and coastal protec
tion may decrease the longshore drift. Conse
quently, the ebb-tidal deltas will change their
asymmetrical orientation to the east or to the
west.
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Conclusion
The effects of waves and of tidal-current
patterns in relation to the geometric dimen
sions of an ebb-tidal delta-inlet system are
dominant factors for the morphodynamics of
ebb-tidal deltas. The model proposed for the
Georgia coast of the U.S.A. (Oertel, 1975) is not
applicable to the Frisian Islands. The asymme
try of the ebb-tidal deltas of the West and East
Frisian Islands is not only produced by waves,
but also by tidal currents, especially inter
action of marine tidal currents with inlet tidal
currents, the latter being very important.
Nummedal and Fischer (1978) compared the
Georgia Bight with the German Bight. They
concluded that an increase in tidal influence
on the ebb-tidal deltas is due to the increase in
tidal range from west to east along the West
and East Frisian Islands. However, the relative
importance of waves actually increases east
ward mainly due to a decrease in the tidal
prisms through the eastern inlets. Small inlets
in the West Frisian Islands also show wave
dominance. Nummedal and Fischer (1978) only
considered the tidal range, and the tidal prism
was not taken into account.
The different hypotheses (Gaye and Walther,
1935; Van Veen, 1936; Edelman, 1961; Luck,
1976; Nummedal and Penland, 1981; Sha,
1989a,b) discussed in this paper seem to be only
partly applicable to the West and East Frisian
Islands. The variation in the ebb-delta morpho
logies along the West and East Frisian Islands
and especially their asymmetry are due to the
relative dominance of the tidal prism and
wave-induced longshore drift, with variation
in the tidal prisms of the inlets appearing to be
more important. Briefly, along the West and
East Frisian Islands inlets having small tidal
prisms are wave-dominated, and inlets having
larger tidal prisms are tide-dominated. This
model is also applicable in other areas of the
world (e.g., the Georgia Bight) (Fig.ll).
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Chapter 6
SURFACE SEDIMENTS AND SEQUENCE MODELS

IN THE EBB·TIDAL

DELTA OF TEXEL INLET, WADDEN SEA, THE NETHERLANDS

Abstract
Grain size and primary sedimentary structures in the ebb-tidal delta of Texel Inlet are
described with the emphasis on the relations with tidal and wave processes. Grain size
distribution curves represent two major types, wave-dominated (very well sorted sand
with dominantly

saltation population) and tide-dominated (less well sorted with

relatively large suspension and traction populations). Areal distribution of mean grain
size, sorting and different distribution curves is closely related to sediment transport
patterns. Deep inlet channels and the offshore area serve as source areas for the ebb
tidal delta and have coarse, relatively poorly sorted sediments. Deposition of very well
sorted fine sand occurs on the shallow ebb-delta shoal. The size and sorting of the
sands are the result of selective transport and wave processes. Sedimentary structures
formed by waves and tidal currents are distinctly distributed over the shallow ebb-delta
r

shoal, the channels and the adjacent inner shelf. The areal distribution of mud drapes in
the ebb-tidal delta is a combined effect of the local tidal current pattern and the related
locally high concentrations of fine-grained suspended sediment. Alternation of tidal
current dominance, during and immediately after storms, with wave dominance during
fair weather conditions, results in the formation of 'storm' deposits at specific locations
in the ebb-tidal delta, i.e. seaward of the main ebb channel.
On the basis of this study, sequential models are proposed for the migrational inlet
channel, the progradational ebb-delta lobe, and the landward migrating ebb-delta shoal
(the transgressive sequence formed after abandonment of the ebb-delta lobe).

Introduction
Waves and tides are the dominant processes operating in ebb-tidal deltas (Oertel, 1972;
Hubbard et aI., 1979; Hayes, 1980, Sha, 1989a). Sediment transport in ebb-tidal deltas is
so intensive that the sediment supplied by longshore drift and eroded from shallow
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offshore areas, from the back-barrier drainage area, and from older deposits exposed
within tidal channels, are highly reworked and mixed. It is to be expected that surface
sediment characteristics in ebb-tidal deltas reflect the influence of waves and tides, and
also that lateral variations occur in the relative importance of these two features. The
distribution of surface sediments is also indicative of sand transport patterns (Postma,
1957; Allen, 1971; McLaren, 1981).
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Figure 1. Location and bathymetric lines of the ebb-tidal delta, Texel Inlet. Different types of lithology
are roughly indicated in the map

Previous studies of the characteristics of surface sediments in ebb-tidal deltas are
limited. Authors dealt with textures and structures of mud layers (Oertel, 1973), with
the distribution of the mean grain size (Postma, 1957), and with size and shape sorting
(Winkelmolen and Veenstra, 1974). These studies of surface sediments did not provide
sufficient data to differentiate between tidal and wave influences, and to reveal their
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relation to sediment transport patterns in ebb-tidal deltas. Systematic descriptions of ebb
delta deposits in relation to sediment transport patterns and processes in tidal inlet
systems are largely lacking. Thus, the complicated characteristics of surface sediments in
ebb-tidal deltas have not been fully explained, and they have often been oversimplified.
An analysis of the relation between processes and surface sediment characteristics, and
the construction of sequential models for the ebb-tidal delta of Texel Inlet (Fig. 1) are
the main objectives of this paper.
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Methods
Two hundred surface sediment samples were collected during several cruises with the
Mss. Navicula and Aurelia of the Netherlands Institute for Sea Research during 1985
1987 (Fig. 2). 172 box-cores were taken (20 x 30 cm2 bottom area and 50 cm height).
The others were taken with a 'Van Veen grab-sampler' (Van Veen, 1936). Half of the
box-cores were oriented. Laquer-peels were prepared on two perpendicular sides of each
box-core. Thus, a 3-D view of the sedimentary structures was obtained, and dip angles
and directions of foresets could be determined. Sub-samples taken from the uppermost 5
cm of the box-cores and from the grab-samples were analyzed for grain size distri
bution. Except a few (15) samples, most of the samples contain less than 0.5% fine
grained «50 microns) sediment. Sediments coarser than 50 microns were sieved at 1/2
phi intervals. Finer sediments were analysed with a Malvern Laser Beam Particle sizer.
Results of the two analyses were combined into grain-size distribution curves which
were plotted on log-probability/phi-scale paper. Calculation of grain size parameters was
performed using Folk's graphic method (Folk and Ward, 1957; Folk, 1966). Morpho
logical terms used for ebb-tidal deltas are indicated in figure 3 (cf. Hayes, 1980).
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram showing the morphology of ebb-tidal deltas based on examples from the
inlets of the West Frisian Islands.
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Physical processes
Texel Inlet has a semidiurnal tide with a mean tidal range of 138 cm. The tidal wave
progrades along the coast towards the northeast. The tidal range increases towards the
German Bight (Postma, 1982). A bidirectional tidal current pattern is found within the
inlet, in the southern part of the ebb-tidal delta and in the front of the ebb-tidal delta
(Fig. 4). The northern part of the ebb-tidal delta experiences a rotational tidal current
pattern, and the current velocities are relatively low (Fig. 4). Measurements by the
Ministry of Transport and Public Works in 1974 showed maximum vertically averaged
current velocities of 1.35 m/s in the inlet and 1.00 m/s in the southern part of the ebb
tidal delta. Offshore Texel, bottom currents have components in the landward direction
although these components are small (Dietrich, 1952, 1963; Giessen et aI., in press).
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Figure 4. Tidal current patterns in the ebb-tidal delta during a tidal cycle (compiled from the Netherlands
Current Atlas, MMAH, 1963). Current velocities are averaged over a depth of 3 m or less below the
water surface. Current data are averages over a long period. Numbers indicate the time in hours relative
to HW at Hoek van Holland. Vectors indicate current directions and velocities.
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A net longshore component of the wave energy flux could not be detennined from the
annual wave energy distribution (Sha, 1989a and b), which is predominantly from the
west. The annual frequency distribution of wave heights and wave periods shows that
most (>75%) waves have a period of 3-5 seconds and a height of 0.5-1.5 m. The
longest wave period is about 14 seconds. Wave heights are about 4.5 m at maximum
(data from Texel Lightship, lying at a site with 28 m water depth, in 1975). For the
most frequently occurring wave period (4 sec) and height (1 m), a deep water wave
length of about 25 m is calculated. The horizontal orbital velocity induced by such
waves at the sea bottom varies with depth (Fig. 5). These calculated velocities were
established using Linear Airy Wave equations (cf. Komar, 1976) and graphs published
by the U.S. ACERC (1977). Waves with the most frequent wave length of 25 m in the
Texel area start to deform when the water depth is about 6 m - 7 m (fair weather wave
base), i.e. 1/4 of the wave length. At that depth, the maximum horizontal orbital
velocity is about 20 cm/s (Fig. 5). The breaking wave depth is about 1 m. Long and
high waves strongly influence the sea bottom. The longest waves, swells with a period
of 14 seconds and a height of I m, come from the NW (cf. Wiersma and de Boorder,
1987). They induce a maximum horizontal orbital velocity of 25 cm/s at the bottom at
a depth of 25 m (Fig. 5). Waves with an 8 second period and a 4 m height have an
important effect in the area: they produce a maximum horizontal orbital velocity of 50
cm/s at the bottom at 25 m depth (storm wave base >25 m) (Fig. 5). Such waves,
however, occur on the average only about 3 days per year.
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Figure 5. Wave-induced, maximum horizontal orbital velocities at the bollom at different depths off Texel.
Calculations based on wave measurements at the Lightship Texel in 1975 (Ministry of Transport and
Public Works). Three types of deep water waves are represented, Le. (I) period 4 s and height 1 m, (2)
period 14 s and height I, (3) period 8 s and height 4 m. Calculations were made using Linear Airy Wave
equations (cf. Komar, 1976).
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Sand transport patterns (Fig. 6) have been constructed using current measurement data,
bedform orientations, and directions of foresets in surface sediments. Distribution of
bedforms in the ebb-tidal delta is shown in figure 7 (Sha, 1989a).
Bedform.
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Figure 6. (Left) Long term, net sand transport patterns mainly based on current measurements, bedform
orientations and fore set directions.
Figure 7. (Right) Bedform distribution in the ebb-tidal delta. A: unidirectional megaripples up to I m
height. B: Bidirectional megaripples of about 1 m height. C: unidirectional sand waves up to 3 m height.
D: unidirectional, large-scale sand waves up to 8 m height. Arrows indicate the orientations of the
bedforms (after Sha, 1989a).

Grain size characteristics
Areal distribution of mean grain size and sorting
The areal distribution of mean grain sizes (Folk's graphic mean) and sorting (Folk and
Ward, 1957; Folk, 1966) are shown in figures 8 and 9. Distinctive features are:
a) Maximum grain sizes occur in the inlet, and offshore in front of the ebb-tidal delta.
Mean grain sizes are more than 200 microns in the channels and less than 200
microns on the shallow swash platforms and bars.
b) Sand becomes finer and better sorted from the southern delta shoal towards the
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northern delta shoal.
c) In the southern part of the ebb-tidal delta, grain-size trends parallel the channels, but
sediments become generally finer and better sorted in the seaward direction.
Relatively fine sediments are concentrated in front of the southwestern ebb-delta
slope. Farther offshore, sediments become coarse and less well sorted.
d) In the northern part of the ebb-tidal delta, sand becomes finer and better sorted in
the shoreward direction. Fine sediments «150 microns) appear at the northernmost
part of the ebb-tidal delta, but they are less well sorted than sediments immediately
south of this area.
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Grain size distribution curves
Grain size distribution curves were made in analogy to Visher (1969). In general, the
samples show a dominant saltation population. They represent moderately well-sorted to
very well sorted sand. The distribution curves of the samples from the swash platform
«7 m deep) show a very well sorted saltation population and a very small contribution
of suspended sediment (Fig. 10). A traction population is hardly present in these
samples. In contrast, the samples from the channels and from the offshore area always
have three relatively less well-sorted populations (Fig. 10). A characteristic difference
between grain size distribution curves of offshore sands and of the channel sands does
not exist (Fig. 10). The differences between different grain-size distributions are related
to
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Figure 10. Grain size disUibution curves of samples Gl, G4, G7, G9, BB2, B142, B153 from the
wave-dominated swash pIatfonn, B2l, B26, B123 from the distal delta lobe, B3, B93, B146, B176 from
the tidal channels; B33, B34 from the offshore tidal current-dominated shelf deposits (location see Fig. 2).

Sediment transport pattern and grain-size parameters
It is generally assumed that sediments become better sorted and finer in the transport
direction (McLaren, 1981). Thus the grain size parameters in the ebb-tidal delta (Figs. 8
and 9) would indicate that net seaward-directed sediment transport dominates in the
southern part of the ebb-tidal delta. On the delta, sand is transferred northward. In the
northern part of the ebb-tidal delta, sand is transported onshore, from the inner shelf to
the swash platform. This corresponds to the landward-directed bottom currents offshore
(Dietrich, 1963; Giessen et aI., in press). At least part of the sand transported onto the
northern ebb-delta shoal returns to the inlet through the Molengat. These transport
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directions derived from sorting and mean grain size data are similar to the patterns
constructed on the basis of other data (Fig. 6). The sediments in the offshore area and
in the deep channels are coarse and poorly sorted because they are being derived from
Pleistocene deposits directly at the sea floor (Sha, 1989d). The Pleistocene must be an
important source of sediment for the ebb-tidal delta.

Sedimentary structures
Distribution of sedimentary structures
The swash platforms and the tidal channels show the most distinctive contrast in sedi
mentary structures. On the swash bars and platforms, mostly horizontal, thin parallel
lamination of clean sand dominates (Fig. lla). Occasional planar cross bedding consists
of homogeneous, clean sand. Some samples on the seaward side have been heavily bio
turbated. Sedimentary structures in the tidal channels normally show megaripple cross
bedding with abundant shells, and with peat and mud pebbles (Fig. llb). These two
types of sedimentary structures clearly differentiate wave- and tide-dominated zones. The
directions of the relatively large foresets (4 cm - 40 em) in the channels are parallel to
the direction of the tidal currents, and are controlled by the locally dominant tidal
current (Sha, 1989a). On the swash platforms waves cause foresets (of the swash bars)
to dip landward (Sha, 1989a). Cross-laminated structures in the channels generally show
an increase in scale towards the deeper parts of the channels. For example, from the
inlet towards the distal channel lobe, the sedimentary structures decrease in scale, and
tide-dominated features grade into wave-influenced ones (Figs. 11 bod). Farther offshore,
at a depth of about 20 m - 25 m, megaripple cross-bedding (Fig. lIe) reflects the
dominance of tidal currents. Moreover, these deposits are strongly bioturbated in con
trast to the non-bioturbated cross-bedding of the tidal channel deposits. From the inner
shelf towards the swash platform and from the deep inlet channel towards the distal
lobe, relatively large, cross-bedded structures, formed by tidal currents, are gradually
replaced by horizontal and parallel bedding or by wave-ripples. This pattern is due to
the increase in relative importance of waves as compared to tidal currents. CroSs-bedded
channel sands contain abundant peat and mud pebbles and were never found bio
turbated. However, similar cross-bedded offshore sands are often bioturbated and do not
contain many mud pebbles and peat fragments.

Figure I J. Different sedimentary structures in the ebb-tidal delta. Scale bar in centimeters (see Fig. 2 for
location). a. Laquer-peel Bl42 from the swash platform showing clean, fine sand with thin, parallel, even
lamination. Deformation on the edges is due to sampling. b. Laquer-peel B91 from the inlet channel
showing shelly, medium sand with cross-bedding. c. Laquer-peel B7l from the ebb-dominated channel of
the ebb-tidal delta showing less-well sorted, medium sand with megarriple and current ripple cross-bedding
d. Laquer-peel B64 from the seaward front of the active distal channel lobe showing clean, fine sand with
strongly bioturbated thin wave-ripple lamination e. Laquer-peel B33 from the offshore area showing poorly
sorted, medium sand with strongly bioturbated megaripple cross-bedding.
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Mud drapes

Thick mud deposits (up to 40 em thick) are present in a small semi-closed shallow
area, protected from waves by Noorderhaaks (Fig. 1). These mud deposits that could
form thanks to the protected location will not be discussed here.

Figure 12 Examples of mud drapes (see Fig. 2 for location). Scale bar in centimeters. a. Laquer-peel B85
from a channel deposit showing a partly preserved, thin mud drape. The reactivation surface and current
ripples formed by the subordinate current are visible. b. Laquer-peel BI06 from a channel deposit
showing partly preserved. thin mud drapes. The sample is slightly contorted due to sampling. c. Laquer
peel Bl23 from the distal ebb-delta lobe showing well preserved mud drapes interlayered with rippled
sand layers. In the middle a burrow is visible. d. Laquer-peel B22 from the distal lobe showing a
relatively well preserved mud drape. The mud drape drapes a rippled surface. Slightly bioturbated.
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Partly eroded mud drapes were occasionally found in the deep channel near the inlet
(Fig. 12a) and also in the channel Nieuwe Schulpengat (Fig. 12b). The mud drape
covers a rippled surface; the reactivation surface is represented by ripple lamination
possibly produced by the subordinate current (Fig. 12a; cf. De Mowbray and Visser,
1984). More and well preserved mud drapes were found to the southwest at the most
distal part of the ebb-delta front at 14 m to 20 m depth. These mud drapes are inter
layered with rippled sand layers possibly produced by waves (Fig. 12c). They are also
found in the x-laminated foresets (Fig. 12d). Mud drapes were not found elsewhere in
the ebb-tidal delta. The local presence of abundant mud drapes in front of the south
western ebb-delta front is related to several factors: southwesterly directed ebb currents
with a high concentration of suspended sediment coming from the Wadden Sea,
relatively deep water, and consequently a low wave activity, and bidirectional tidal
currents south of the ebb-tidal delta having a slack water with a relatively long period
of low current velocity «15 cm/s) (Fig. 4). The importance of the suspension popu
lation is reflected in the grain size distribution curves of the samples (B21, B26, B 123
in Fig. 10). In contrast, sediments on the swash platform north of Noorderhaaks with a
small mean grain size have only a small suspension population (samples B132, G7, G9
in Fig. 10). The relatively shallow water and strong wave influence on the shoal north
of Noorderhaaks, and the rotational tidal current pattern with a short or no slack water
period, prevent the formation of mud drapes at that location. In the channels, currents
are too strong to preserve the mud drapes settled during the previous slack water, and
thus partly eroded mud drapes were only occasionally found.

Storm deposits
A few box-cores were collected from Zuiderhaaks (Fig. 1), bathymetrically located at
the level of the shallow swash platform zone of the ebb-tidal delta, but geographically
just at the seaward end of the main ebb channel 'Breewijd' (Fig. 1). Sample Bl20
shows that (ripple and megaripple) cross-bedded, relatively coarse sands with abundant
shells and shell fragments erosionally overlie thin, parallel and slightly inclined lamina
tions of fine and clean sands devoid of larger shell fragments (Fig. 13). The sample
was taken one day after a westerly storm. Since westerly storms cause storm tides 1 m
- 2 m above normal in the Wadden Sea (Eisma, 1980), excess water flows out from the
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Wadden Sea, and the related strong currents extend far seaward from the distal channel
after the storm. With respect to the example shown in figure 13, it is inferred that the
strong ebb currents produced the upper cross-bedded, coarse sands with an erosional
lower surface. The grain size distribution curve of this sand is similar to those found
for the sand in the channels (Fig. 14). Sediments below the erosional surface in figure
13 were formed during fair weather conditions and are similar to sediments on the
swash platform (Figs. 13 and 14). Therefore, this succession of sedimentary structures
reflects two quite different processes, waves and tidal currents.

Figure 13. Photos of two perpendicular laquer-peels of sample B120 showing poorly sorted, shelly,
medium sand with megaripple cross-bedding overlying well sorted, clean, fine sand with thin, parallel,
slightly inclined lamination (see Fig. 2 for location). Scale bar in centimeters.
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Figure 15. Hypothetical sedimentary sequences of ebb-tidal delta deposits, based on the study of surface
sediments of the ebb-tidal delta of Texel inlet. Grain-size is in Phi units. Sorting is indicated using the
scale of Folk and Ward (1957); VW: very well sorted, W: well sorted, MW: moderately well sorted, M:
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a. Hypothetical sedimentary sequence produced by inlet migration, From base to top: inlet channel,
marginal channel, migrational shoal, beach ridge and spit, and eolian dune.
b. Hypothetical sedimentary sequence of the progradational active ebb-delta lobe on Zuiderhaaks. From
base to top: inner shelf tidal sand, distal lobe, lobe front, top lobe facies.
c. Hypothetical transgressive sedimentary sequence for the proximal swash platform north of Noorder
haaks. From base to top: marginal flood channel, migrational shoal, swash platform and bar, inner shelf
tidal sand and shelf mud facies.
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Sedimentary sequences
The above analyses, together with a reconstruction of the morphological evolution (see
Sha, 1989b), provide a framework for constructing theoretical sedimentary sequences for
ebb-tidal deltas. Inlet sequences have been discussed by other authors, e.g., Kumar and
Sanders (1974), Hubbard and Barwis (1976) and Hayes (1980). Below, depositional
sequences for ebb-tidal deltas are added, and similarities and differences with models
proposed by Imperato et al. (1988) are discussed.

Inlet sequence
Based on a study of historical maps of Texel Inlet it is concluded that the inlet channel
with a present maximum depth of 50 m has migrated towards the south since at least
1796. Therefore, a thick (maximum up to 50 m) sequence can be expected. Such a
sequence consists of a deep inlet channel, a marginal flood channel, a (migrational)
shoal, a wave-dominated spit-beach and eolian sands (Fig. 15a). The main inlet channel
has a coarse lag deposit at the bottom and a stacking of large-scale cross-bedding, up to
8 m high in the case of Texel Inlet. Foresets of these large-scale cross-beds are uni
directional in the direction of the dominant current, i.e. in the direction of the flood
(Sha, 1989a, Fig. 6f, p. 70 in chapter 4). However, in many other cases (cf. Hayes,
1980) they are mainly ebb-oriented in the inlet. As discussed in chapter 4, the
dominance of flood-oriented structures in Texel inlet is likely due to the local asym
metry of the tide. Moreover, bidirectional megaripple cross-bedding can be present (Sha,
1989a, chapter 4). The uppermost part of the inlet channel sequence shows wave
induced thin, parallel, even lamination. The sequence is truncated at the top by marginal
flood channel deposits with flood-oriented cross-bedding. The landward-dipping, low
angle foresets, formed upon onshore migration of wave-dominated shoals, fill in the
major part of the marginal flood channel (Fig. 9c in Sha, 1989b, chapter 3, page 52).
Close to the barrier island, the marginal flood channel may be filled up with fine
grained sediments representing an abandoned channel facies (Fig. 14 of Sha, 1989b,
chapter 3, page 56). Parallel, graded lamination of spit and beach deposits and eolian
dune sand top the sequence. Grain size is generally upward fining. The grain size
distribution curves change upwards from current- to wave-dominated types (Fig. 10).
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That is, sands towards the top are better sorted, and show less traction and more
saltation transport. This sequence represents the proximal part of the ebb-tidal delta
where the main ebb channel and the inlet channel migrate.

Progradational ebb-delta lobe -- regressive sequence
The distal channel lobe (Zuiderhaaks) is overlying a thin inner-shelf tidal sand sheet
mainly reworked from Pleistocene deposits. The hypothetical sequence for this area
consists of an inner-shelf tidal sand sheet (palimpsest), a distal lobe facies, a front lobe
facies and a top-lobe facies (Fig. 15b). Inner-shelf tidal sands show bidirectional cross
bedding and storm deposits, and are rather strongly bioturbated. Distal lobe deposits are
muddy fme sand with storm-induced wave ripples and megaripple sets and mud drapes.
Lobe front deposits contain even lamination and occasionally cross-lamination consisting
of relatively clean sand showing strong wave influence. At the top, wave-induced thin,
graded, parallel, even lamination and cross lamination are often erosionally truncated by
current-induced ripple and megaripple cross lamination showing strong influence of ebb
currents coming from the distal main ebb channel. The sequence is upward fining in the
lower part and then is generally upward coarsening in the upper part (Fig. 15b). Bio
turbation is fairly intense at the base and diminishes towards the top. This sequence
represents the progradational phase of the active ebb-delta lobe. Further progradation of
the main ebb channel may erode part of the sequence.

Abandoned ebb-tidal delta and swash platform -- transgressive sequence
A shift of the main ebb channel will abandon the ebb-delta lobe and produce a new
one. The old lobe will be subject to erosion and retrogradation. Part of the sediment
will be transported landward by waves and make up the large swash platform and shoal.
Landward migration of the shoal occurs together with landward migration of the
marginal flood channel (Sha, 1989b, chapter 3). In this case, marginal channel deposits
at the base will be covered by an onshore migrating shoal facies and wave-dominated
swash platform/bar deposits, showing thin, parallel, even and often graded lamination
with very well sorted clean sand. They can be truncated at the top by a ravinement
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surlace formed by shoreface retreat during a transgression. Such a ravinement surface
would be covered by an inner-shelf tidal sand sheet reworked from underlying relict
deposits and finally covered by shelf mud. Inner-shelf tidal sand commonly shows
intensively bioturbated megaripple cross-bedding. The sequence is generally upward
fining (Fig. 15d) with increased bioturbation towards the top. This ideal transgressive
sequence is based on data from the area north of Noorderhaaks.

Discussion

Recently, Imperato et al. (1988) presented models of ebb-delta sequences in North
Edisto Inlet, South Carolina. Their two proximal sequences seem to correspond to the
model in figure 15a, and a distal sequence to the one in figure 15b. However, some
differences are present.
An inner-shelf tidal sand sheet is present offshore Texel Inlet, but has not been
recognized in the sequences of North Edisto Inlet.
The proximal sequences in North Edisto Inlet contain largely abandoned channel
deposits, but the proximal sequences in Texel Inlet contain largely active, migrating
channeVshoal deposits. Due to migration, deposits of the main ebb channel and of
marginal flood channels are encountered in one model sequence (Fig. 15a). In the case
of the Texel ebb-tidal delta, it is suggested that abandoned channel deposits are formed
only during the last stage of attachment of the shoal to the shoreline.
Sedimentary characteristics of the active ebb-delta lobe are not clearly reflected in
the distal sequence of North Edisto Inlet, which only shows typical swash bar and
swash platform facies. Thus, the latter is remarkably different from the distal sequence
of Texel Inlet (Fig. 15b). This must be due to a difference of dynamic regime between
these two areas.
No sequence equivalent to the one shown in figure 15c (Texel Inlet) was shown for
North Edisto Inlet.
The tidal prism of Texel Inlet (1000 x 106m 3) greatly exceeds the 130 x 106m 3 of
North Edisto Inlet. The tidal system in the North Sea and the difference in tidal prism
between the two ebb-tidal deltas are suggested to be responsible for the above differ
ences. Moreover, the ebb-tidal delta of Texel Inlet is strongly tide-dominated, and the
ebb-tidal delta of North Edisto Inlet is probably more wave-dominated.
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Conclusions
The areal distribution of mean grain size and sorting in the Texel ebb-tidal delta area
has a very close relation with sand transport patterns, and tidal and wave processes.
Thus, grain size parameters and their areal distribution can be used to reconstruct the
dominant depositional processes and the sand transport patterns in the ebb-tidal delta.
Wave- and tide-dominated environments in the ebb-tidal delta can be distinguished
on the basis of grain size distribution curves. Sand on the swash platforms is much
better sorted than that in channels and offshore. Sand on the swash platforms has no
traction population. On the contrary, the distribution curves for channel sands and
offshore tidal sands always show a traction population.
Sedimentary structures in wave- and tide-dominated environments show a distinct
difference. Wave-induced sedimentary structures show generally thin, graded, parallel,
even lamination and occur in the shallow areas. Current-induced sedimentary structures
are cross-bedded in various scales and are found in the relatively deep zone both in the
channels and in the offshore area. Offshore, cross-bedded sands are usually bioturbated.
The active delta lobe (Zuiderhaaks) is influenced by waves and by tidal currents.
Waves dominate during fair weather, and ebb-tidal currents dominate immediately after
storms. Related deposits formed by ebb-currents directly after storm periods, consist of
ripple and megaripple cross-bedding of coarse sand overlying partly eroded parallel
laminated, fine, very well sorted sands.
The frequent occurrence of mud drapes in front of the southwestern ebb-delta front
is related to moderate bidirectional tidal currents, a high concentration of suspended fine
sediments, a relatively great depth and a related low wave influence
The above observations allow the reconstruction of different sedimentary sequences
for ebb-tidal deltas, comparing characteristics of the migrational inlet channel, the
progradational delta lobe, the retrogradational former ebb-delta lobe and the swash plat
forms.
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Chapter 7
HOLOCENE-PLEISTOCENE
GEOMETRY

OF

THE

INTERFACE

EBB-DELTA

AND

COMPLEX,

THREE-DIMENSIONAL
TEXEL

INLET,

THE

NETHERLANDS

(Marine Geology 89: 207 - 228)

Abstract

The Holocene geological history I in the area of Texel Inlet and its ebb~tidal delta, in particular the
Holocene-Pleistocene interface, is studied using shallow marine seismic records and borehole data. It is shown that
the ebb-delta sand body erosionally (unconformably) lies on deposits of the upper Pleistocene, i.e_, from the south to
the north, Weichselian, Eemian and Saalian. The sand body is up to 30 m thick in the central part of the ebb-tidal delta
and radially pinches out seaward. The sand body covers an area of 20 kIn in a N~S direction and 10 km in the seaward
direction. In general, the ebb-delta sand body has a downward convex lower surface and an upward convex upper
surface. The total volume of the ebb-delta sand body is about 1187 x 10 6 m'. The delta lobes of the sand body contain
low-angle foresets (0.8° -1.5°) which are recognized on the seismic records. The origin and growth of the ebb-tidal delta
is shown by means of the characteristics of the erosional surface on top of the Pleistocene (the lower boundary of the
ebb-tidal delta) and the geometry of the ebb-delta sand body.

Introduction
Studies of present-day ebb-tidal deltas
mostly focus on morphodynamic and sediment
transport aspects (cf. Hayes, 1980). Existing
proposed facies and sequence models, and
descriptions of the geometry of ebb-delta
sand bodies are mainly based on studies of
surficial sediments and the geomorphology of
the deltas (Oertel, 1973, 1975; Hubbard et aI.,
1977; Barwis and Hayes, 1978; Sha, in prep,),
The lower boundary and the three-dimen
sional geometry of ebb-tidal deltas have
not yet been discussed in the literature. This
limits comparison with ancient examples,
which is why this paper aims to discuss the
recent ebb-delta sand body of Texel l~let

(Fig.1) in a three-dimensional stratigraphic
context.
Studies of Texel Inlet and the ebb-tidal delta
have been carried out by Joustra (1971) and De
Reus (1980, 1985) who put the emphasis on the
morphological evolution of the ebb-tidal delta
through time. Schoorl (1973) reconstructed the
possible configuration of Texel Inlet since
1000 A.D_ Sha (1989a,b, in prep.) has recently
discussed sand transport patterns, morpholo
gical cycles, surface sediment characteristics
and the underlying mechanisms.
The on- and offshore upper Pleistocene and
Holocene stratigraphies are known from, for
example, Van der Heide and Zagwijn (1966),
Oele (1969, 1971), Zagwijn (1974, 1985, 1986),
Van Staalduinen (1977), Jelgersma (1979), Jel
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Fig.I. Location and morphology of the study area (depth in metres relative to MSL). Vibracore locations are also indicated.

gersma et al. (1979), Oele and Schiittenhelm
(1979), Laban et al. (1984) and Harrison et
al. (1987). Their studies have allowed strati
graphic correlations to be made between bore
holes through the ebb-tidal delta and onshore
geological profiles.
This paper focuses on: (1) the three-dimen
sional geometry of the ebb-delta sand body, (2)
the internal, megasedimentary structures re

cognized with shallow seismic techniques, (3)
the position of the Holocene-Pleistocene inter
face, and (4) a discussion of the development of
the ebb-tidal delta.
Methods
One hundred and fifty kilometres of shallow
seismic reflection profiles were made with the
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GeoPulse Subbottom Profiler System during
field trips in 1986 and 1987 (Fig.2). Data were
recorded on an EPC graphic recorder. Inter
pretation of these seismic profiles was facili
tated by twenty Dutch Geological Survey
boreholes and six boreholes and six cone
penetration test logs made by the geotechnical
engineering company Fugro (Fig.3). Palyno
stratigraphic data for some of the boreholes
were provided by the Dutch Geological Sur
vey. Correlations of the boreholes [made by
auger drill and flushing drill (disturbed

samples)] and cores [made by vibracorer (un
disturbed core samples)] are based on lithology
and palaeontology. In addition to the above
material, a 22 m deep core and several 3 m
deep 'vibracores were taken in cooperation
with the Dutch Geological Survey, the Minis
try of Transport and Public Works and the
Netherlands Institute for Sea Research. Vibra
cores did not penetrate the Pleistocene, but
they provided information on Holocene de
posits, and their locations are indicated in
Fig. I.
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Fig.2. Location of shallow seismic profiles. The thin and thick lines indicate the seismic profiles made in this area (the thick
lines indicate the profiles shown in this paper). The crosses on the hnes are the controlled positions.
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Fig.3. Location of boreholes (R2, R4, R5, R6, R7 and RI2), cores (RI, R3, RB, R9, RIO, Rll, R13, R14, R15, FI-F6 and HI-H3),
cone penetration test logs (CRI-CR6), and geological (G_Ge,) and geomorphological (P-P') profiles. For data sources see
text.

Regional geological history during the
Quaternary
Figure 4 shows the general upper Pleisto
cene and Holocene stratigraphies at Texel
Inlet and in the related onshore and offshore
regions of The Netherlands. The lithostrati
graphic and chronostratigraphic correlations
are tentatively shown, based on many publica
tions. These correlations indicate the facies
changes related to transgression and regres

sion, mainly due to eustatic sea-level changes.
Facies descriptions and chronostratigraphic
positions for the related deposits are given in
the following text to avoid confusion with the
complicated formation names.
Saalian, Eemian, Weichselian and Holocene
deposits are encountered in the area of Texel
Inlet (FigsA and 5). Glacial till of the Saalian is
present north and east of the study area (e.g.
the Hoge Berg on Texel at + 15 m MSL consists
of glacial till). Eemian deposits found in this
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area can be divided into an upper and a lower
section.- The lower section consists mainly of
medium sand of marine origin, and contains
marine molluscs (e.g. Littorina littorea, Hydro
bia ulvae, Mytilus edulis, Cerastoderma edule,
Divaricella divaricata, Cerastoderma exiguum,
Venus ovata, Bittium reticulatum, Nassarius
reticulatus, etc.) and gravel. Overlying this
marine sand there is a grey, firm clay layer of
lagoonal, brackish-marine origin. This clay
layer was found in the offshore area, but
formed partly in the early Weichselian as the
sea level was falling. The Weichselian deposits
consist mainly of aeolian, fine-grained sands
interbedded with peat. Sand, silt and clay of

fluvial ongm occur locally. The Holocene
sedimentary sequence in the onshore coastal
area can be divided into two transgressive
phases. The lower transgressive sequence be
gins with a peat layer passing into brackish
marine clay/clayey sands and marine, fine
clayey sand deposited in lagoonal and tidal flat
environments. The upper transgressive se
quence, which is separated from the lower
transgressive sequence by a peat layer, consists
of yellow, shell-rich, fine to medium, locally
clayey, sand formed in tidal flats or coastal
areas. In the offshore area, the peat formed in
the late Weichselian and the early Holocene
was covered by the lagoonal and tidal
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Fig.5. Holocene-Pleistocene stratigraphic correlation along the coast of Den Helder. Profile G-G' (for location, see Fig.3)
(courtesy of the Geological Survey of The Netherlands).

flat sandy clay and clayey sand, there sediments
passing upwards into coastal and open marine
sands. This general Holocene transgressive
sequence is not interrupted as it is onshore
(Oele, 1971; Laban et aI., 1984; Harrison et aI.,
1987). At Texel Inlet the Holocene sedimentary
sequence is fairly similar to the general onshore
sequence, but it is comparatively condensed
owing to the locally relatively high relief of the
palaeotopography prevailing at the end of the
Weichselian. This relief delayed the develop
ment of the Holocene transgressive sequence in
this area (post 6000 yrs B.P.).
During the Saalian glaciation the inland-ice
extended south of Amsterdam. A series of
terminal moraines was formed in the northern
Netherlands after the retreat of the ice
(Fig.6A). Marginal valleys developed where
rivers and meltwater flowed westward. A

marine transgression just after the Saalian
transformed these valleys into small bays
(Fig.6B). Texel Inlet lies southwest of an ice
pushed ridge and the area was transgressed
during the Eemian (Fig.6B). Periglacial,
aeolian and less important fluvial sediments
were deposited in most of The Netherlands
during the Weichselian. The Pleistocene surface
in Texel and Den Helder is found at depths
shallower than -10 m MSL (Fig.6C). The
Holocene transgression therefore, occurred
late in this area. The Holocene Lower Peat (the
base of the Holocene) is found at - 6 m MSL
along the North Sea coast near Den Helder
(Fig.5). Radiocarbon dating of samples from
the base of the Lower Peat near Den Helder
( - 6 m MSL) has revealed an age of about 6320
yrs, and for the top about 4870 yrs (Jelgersma,
1961). Barrier islands along this part of the
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Dutch coast are assumed to have developed at
about 5000 yrs B.P. (Fig.6D). Texel Inlet was
supposedly formed in the 10th century during
heavy storms (Schoorl, 1973). Since then the
inlet has become wider and deeper due to
storms, due to the closure of inlets north and
south of it, and due to better connection with
the enlarging tidal basin of the West Wadden
Sea (Eisma and Wolff, 1980; Glim et al., 1987).

The f!0locene-Pleistocene interface

Southern part of the ebb-tidal delta
Stratigraphic correlation
Several boreholes have penetrated the upper
Pleistocene in the southwestern part of the
ebb-tidal delta. Pollen analyses of borehole R2
show that lagoonal clay oflate Eemian age (ef.
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Zagwijn, 1961; Cameron et a!., 1986) is present
at - 20 m MSL and that the late Weichselian
peat with clayey sand is present at -14 m
MSL, on top of which Holocene marine sands
reach a thickness of only about 4 m. Correla
tion of boreholes in this area (Fig.7) shows the
location of the Holocene-Pleistocene inter
face, the lateral extent of the upper Pleistocene
deposits and the variation in thickness of the
Holocene marine sand. The clay layer of the
late Eemian is regularly found at a depth of
about - 20 m MSL. Marine sands are found
beneath this clay layer.
Weichselian deposits found in this area can
be divided into two parts. The lower part
consists of fine to medium sand without shell
fragments and is probably an aeolian deposit.
It is generally less than 4 m thick. The upper
part consists mainly of clayey silt to fine sand
and clay with interbedded peat. It ranges in
thickness from 2 to 3 m.
The Holocene deposits consist of fine to
medium sand with marine shell fragments (e.g.
Spisula subtruncata. Spisula sp., Cerastoderma
edulis, Donax vittatus, Mytilus edulis and Ma
coma balthica) commonly found in the littoral
zone (also in the Wadden Sea) along the Dutch
coast. The Holocene basal peat and lagoonal

Seismic profiles
Lithostratigraphic units (Fig.7) are often
recognized as clear reflectors on seismic rec
ords (Fig.8), where the Holocene sand is only
about 2-3 m thick.
The interpreted seismic profile A-A' through
the Nieuwe Schulpengat channel shows several
clear reflectors (Fig.9). Those at about - 20 m
MSL represent the lagoonal clay on top of the
Eemian marine sands found in borehole R2
(Figs.3 and 7).
The strong horizontal reflectors between
-14 and -17 m MSL represent the peaty
deposits of the upper Weichselian (see also
borehole R2). Below this horizon, weak, hori
zontal reflectors correspond to Weichselian,
well-sorted, clean, fine sand of aeolian origin
found in borehole R2. Locally these sands are
cut by channel-fill structures of probable late
Weichselian age.
Above -14 m MSL shallow marine sands of
the Holocene which show very weak, slightly
R13

R2

F1-F5

R12
MSL

and tidal flat deposits (clay and clayey sand),
which are present onshore (Figs.4 and 5), were
not found in this area. The thickness of Holo
cene deposits is small at boreholes Fl-5, R2, R12
and R13, and considerable at borehole F6.
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inclined reflectors are up to 6 m thick. These
southwestward dipping reflectors « 10) are
interpreted as the foresets of the active ebb
delta lobe of the Nieuwe Schulpengat channel.
There foresets lie erosionally on Weichselian
deposits without any indication of lower Holo
cene lagoonal/tidal flat deposits between the
two units. This stratigraphic succession is
comparable to that in borehole R2 (Fig.7). The
conditions of formation of the inclined seismic
reflectors shown in the interpreted profile
(Fig.9) are correlatable to the picture shown in
Fig.lO.
The Nieuwe Schulpengat channel is about
20 m deep (- 30 m MSL) (Fig.l0). Weichselian
and upper Eemian deposits were recently
subjected to erosion. [after 1930 (Fig. 10)]
and are now exposed in the channel (Fig.9).
The thick Holocene sands on the channel
bottom (Fig.9) were deposited by lateral ac
cretion along the channel margin due to

lateral shifting of the channel. The seismic
profile does not run exactly along the channel
aXIS.

Seismic profile B-B' shows a similar picture
(Fig.Il). The Weichselian deposits and the
upper part of the Eemian deposits were eroded
at the channel bottom, but they are preserved
below the delta shoal (Zuiderhaaks, Fig.l)
where a reflector indicates the top of the
Pleistocene below the delta sand body at
-16 m MSL. Seaward of the ebb-delta shoal
(Zuiderhaaks) the Holocene-Pleistocene inter
face deepens to - 20 m MSL. The ebb-delta
sands pinch out towards the inner shelf area on
the Eemian deposits, which have landward
dipping reflectors (about 1.5°) cut locally by
channel fills. Farther offshore, Eemian de
posits are exposed on the seafloor or are
covered with only a thin, reworked sand layer.
The channel fills (Fig.ll) were presumably
formed during the late Weichselian. The water
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depths at boreholes R4 and R5 are inconsistent
with those on the seismic profile in Fig.l1
because the boreholes are not located exactly
on the seismic profile.
Generally, the Holocene-Pleistocene inter
face below the delta shoal (Zuiderhaaks) of the
southwestern part of the ebb-tidal delta, where
some of the Weichselian deposits are pre
served, lies at a relatively high level. It
deepens seaward and is intersected landward
by channel incisions, where the Weichselian
deposits were eroded away.

trated 12-25 m below MSL, and all contain
shallow marine sands of the Holocene. In
addition the cone penetration test logs made by
Fugro show the Holocene-Pleistocene bounda
ries at a depth of - 27 m MSL in log CR3 and at
a depth of - 30 m MSL in borehole F6 (log CR1)
and log CR6 (Fugro, 1985). Cone penetration
tests demonstrate the resistance of subbottom
sediments, which is related to lithology, com
paction, porosity and other sediment properties
(cf. Zuidberg et aI., 1982). Absence of the lower
Holocene lagoonal/tidal flat deposits, Weichsel
ian deposits and clay of the upper Eemian
between overlying Holocene marine sands and
underlying Eemian marine sands suggests
erosion of a deep channel, which was sub
sequently filled. The Holocene-Pleistocene
interface therefore lies at a very deep level.

Central part of the ebb-tidal delta
Stratigraphy
Correlations of boreholes and cone penetra
tion test logs in this area are shown in Fig.12.
Borehole F6 shows that thick, relatively homo
geneous, shallow marine sands of the Holocene
lie directly on marine deposits ofthe Eemian at
- 30 m MSL. Boreholes H1, H2 and H3 pene

Seismic profiles
Seismic data in the shallow area near
Noorderhaaks (Figs.1 and 2) are poor owing to
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seismic profile C- C', together with boreholes,
shows that the Holocene-Pleistocene inter
face is generally deep and becomes shallower
in a seaward direction from - 30 to - 20 m
MSL (Fig.13). The ebb-delta sands disconfor
mably overlie the Eemian deposits, which
outcrop at the seafloor seaward of the ebb
delta front.

multiples. However, high-quality seismic rec
ords were obtained in front of the ebb-delta
lobe and in the relatively deep channel near
the inlet. Seismic records near the inlet show
a reflector at about - 27 m MSL (Fig.13)
which corresponds to the interface between
the Holocene ebb-delta sands and marine
deposits of the Eemian (in borehole F6, - 30 m
MSL). The small discrepancy between the
depths of the Holocene-Pleistocene interface
in the seismic record and in borehole F6
(Fig.13) is caused by the fact that borehole F6
is not exactly located on the line C-C'.
Marine deposits of the Eemian are presently
exposed in the channel bottom near the inlet.
Seaward of the ebb-tidal delta seismic profile
E-E' shows that deposits with seaward dip
ping reflectors (0.8° -1.5') which are inter
preted as the foresets of the ebb-delta lobe, dis
conformably overlie deposits with landward
dipping reflectors (0.9°-2.5°) (Fig.14). Based on
a comparison with borehole F6 and seismic
profile B-B' these landward dipping foresets
must be of Eemian age. Interpretation of

C

The northern part of the ebb-tidal delta
Stratigraphy
Pleistocene sediments in this area are differ
ent from those in the two areas described
above. In the southern part of this area.
Holocene marine sands lie directly upon the
Eemian deposits (borehole R15, and logs CR2
and CR4) (Fig.15). To the north, Saalian glacial
tills are overlain by Holocene marine sands
(boreholes R8. R9. RIO and R14) (Fig.15). These
Holocene marine sands. which have probably
been mainly reworked from upper Pleistocene
deposits, contain shell fragments, as described
before. They are found at a relatively great
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depth in boreholes R6, R7 and Rll (Fig.15).
Weichselian deposits and lower Holocene
lagoonal/tidal flat deposits were not found in
this part of the ebb-tidal delta.

Seismic profiles
Interpretation of seismic profile D-D' along
the seaward margin of the northern part ofthe
ebb-tidal delta shows that the Saalian glacial
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till is present in the form of a ridge to the
north, and outcrops at the seafloor (Fig.16).
The retreat of the ice front formed a seriies of
ridges, illustrated on the seismic record as
northward dipping reflectors (3°). Eemian de
posits fill the valley south of the ice-pushed
ridge. A thin-layered marine sand of the
Holocene overlies the Pleistocene deposits,
and becomes slightly thicker southward as it
approaches the ebb-delta lobe. Onshore, shal-

low seismic profile H- H' (Fig.17) on the
southwestern side of Texel indicates that
Holocene marine sands were deposited on top
of Eemian deposits showing low-angle dipping
reflectors.
Thus, the Holocene-Pleistocene interface
gradually deepens from north to south, and
accordingly the Holocene gradually thickens
to the sou.~.. To the north the Pleistocene
deposits outcrop on the seafloor.
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Discussion
Lower boundary of the ebb-tidal delta
Figures 18A and 18B are based on data from
the boreholes, cores, cone penetration test logs
and seismic profiles and show depths of the
Pleistocene and thicknesses of the Holocene.
The Holocene-Pleistocene interface in the
ebb-tidal delta is much deeper than in the
nearby coastal area (Fig.18A). No lower Holo
cene lagoonal deposits or peat layers are found
in the ebb-tidal delta, whereas they were found
onshore near Den Helder above - 6 m MSL (De
Mulder and Bosch, 1982). The upper Pleisto
cene, i.e. the Weichselian and the upper
Eemian, is mostly eroded below the Holocene
deposits. The Holocene deposits found in the
ebb-tidal delta are exclusively shallow marine
sands partly reworked from older deposits. The

faunal assemblage in these Holocene deposits
consists of species (Spisula subtruncata, Spi
sula sp., Cerastoderma edulis, Donax vittatus,
Mytilus edulis and Macoma balthica) similar to
those of the present-day littoral zone (cf. Van
Straaten, 1965; Laban and Schiittenhelm,
1981). Lithology, primary sedimentary struc
tures, internal megastructures and geometry of
shallow marine sands of the Holocene are
clearly related to the inlet and ebb-delta
system. Considering the general geological
setting and the development of the area, the
Holocene-Pleistocene interface below the ebb
tidal delta in fact marks the lower boundary of
the ebb-delta sand body. It is a stratigraphic
unconformity produced by erosion of channels
in the inlet and ebb-delta system and is clearly
indicated by the lack of part of the upper
Pleistocene and lower Holocene sedimentary
sequence.
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Fig.18.A. Depth of the Holocene-Pleistocene interface, i.e. the lower boundary of the ebb-tidal delta of Texel Inlet (contours
in metres below MSL). Thin continuous lines show water depth in metres below MSL. B. Thickness of the Holocene ebb·delta
sands in the ebb-tidal delta ofTexel Inlet. The shaded areas indicate zero thickness. Thin continuous lines show water depth
in metres below MSL.
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Development of the ebb·tidal delta
The relatively shallow Pleistocene surface
on both sides of Texel Inlet (onshore) indi
cates that the area was high before the inlet
formed (Fig.18A). The Holocene-Pleistocene
erosional interface in the northern part of the
ebb-tidal delta and in the southern part of
Texel gradually deepens from the north to the
south and reaches a maximum depth in front
of the present inlet (Fig.18A). The Holocene
deposits thicken from 5 to > 20 m southward
at the southern end of Texel (Fig.18B),
whereas no thick Holocene sedimentation
occurs on the southern side of the inlet
(northwest coast of North Holland) (Fig.18B).
The surface of the Pleistocene changes over
only a very short distance from - 50 m MSL in
the inlet to - 5 m MSL along the coast
northwest of Den Helder, forming a steep
slope (Fig.18A). This indicates severe erosion
of Pleistocene deposits along the southern
inlet shoreline. The above evidence suggests
that in an early stage the inlet was located
farther to the north. Since its existence in the
10th century (Schoorl, 1973) the inlet has been
migrating and deepening southward. In this
manner, upper Pleistocene and lower Holo
cene deposits were eroded. Indeed, Weichsel
ian and lower Holocene deposits are not found
in the northern part of the ebb-tidal delta. The
curvature of Pleistocene surface contours
along the Texel coast is due to the fact that
the erosive main ebb channel in the ebb-tidal
delta was directed to the northwest before
1800 AD.
In the southwestern part ofthe ebb-tidal delta
(Zuiderhaaks-Schulpengat) (Fig.18A) the Holo
cene-Pleistocene interface is relatively shallow
and flat, and Weichselian deposits were found
below the ebb-delta sands. Landward of this
"plateau", the Holocene-Pleistocene inter-face
is intersected by the erosion of present-day
channels (e.g. the Nieuwe Schulpengat chan
nel). Towards the inner shelf the Pleistocene
Holocene interface gradually deepens. Holo
cene ebb-delta sands lie directly on Eemian
deposits and pinch out seaward, where Weich

selian deposits were eroded. The relatively
high and flat "plateau" (the Holocene-Pleisto
cene interface) near Zuiderhaaks-Schulpengat
is in fact a remnant of a former Pleistocene
high (cf. Schoorl, 1973). The former shoreline
was present seaward of this area, where former
shoreface erosion is marked by the erosional
Holocene-Pleistocene interface sloping and
deepening seaward from -14 m to - 20 m MSL.
This Pleistocene "plateau" was not completely
eroded by the retreating shoreline because it
was protected by the ebb-tidal delta, but it is
much lower than the Holocene-Pleistocene
surface along the coast northwest of Den
Helder (Fig.18A) owing to erosion by small
channels in the ebb·tidal delta.
The characteristics of the Pleistocene--Holo
cene interface in the ebb-tidal delta are more
the result of lateral (southward) migration of
the inlet, and less of landward retreat of the
shoreline. The various upper Pleistocene
Holocene stratigraphic successions and the
various configurations of the Holocene-Pleis
tocene interface between the southern part and
the northern part of the ebb-tidal delta are
produced by southward migration of the inlet
and by a different orientation of the main ebb
channels in earlier times.

Geometry of the ebb-delta sand body
Figure 19 shows a fence diagram of the ebb
tidal delta. This fence diagram shows the
geometry of the ebb-delta sand body together
with the upper Pleistocene and Holocene
stratigraphic succession.
In the southwestern part of the ebb-tidal
delta the sand body is generally only 2-3 m
thick, except where it contains the prograda
tional, distal channel lobe of the Nieuwe
Schulpengat (Figs.18 and 19). The main ebb
channel connected with the deep inlet channel
is directed to the southwest and cuts deeply
into the Pleistocene deposits, which are ex
posed in the channel. The sand body reaches a
maximum thickness of 30 m in the central part
(Noorderhaaks) of the area (Fig.18) because of
filling of a former main ebb channel. This thick
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zone extends seaward and pinches out as a
delta lobe on the inner shelf, where recent shelf
deposits are very thin or absent. The thickness
of the sand body gradually decreases to the
north. The lower boundary of the ebb-delta
sand body, i.e. the Holocene-Pleistocene inter
face, becomes gradually shallower to the
north. Southward migration and deepening of
the inlet also produced a thick inlet sequence
thickening southward on the southwestern
side of Texel.
In general, the ebb-delta sand body has a
downwardly convex lower surface and an
upwardly convex upper surface. The upper
surface of the ebb-delta sand body may be

levelled during transgression, but the lower
surface will be preserved. A calculation based
on Fig.18B gives a total volume of 1187 x 10 6 m 3
for the ebb-delta sand body including the spit
on the southwestern side of Texel. This calcu
lation is in good agreement with the estimation
by Wiersma and Van Alphen (1988). Because
the sand body is so large and consists purely of
sand, it could be a very good reservoir rock for
hydrocarbons if it is preserved.
The foreset geometry of the ebb-delta lobe is
well preserved and can be recognized on the
seismic profiles (Fig.14). The foresets have
slopes of between 0.8 and 1.5°. The seaward
dipping reflectors on the seismic profiles (Fig.9)
0
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are interpreted as the foresets of the prograda
tional active ebb-delta lobe of the Nieuwe
Schulpengat. This interpretation accords with
the reconstruction of the morphological devel
opment of the Nieuwe Schulpengat channel
(Fig.IO).
Conclusion
(1) A thick (up to 30 m) sand body is found in
the central part of the ebb-tidal delta. The sand
body gradually pinches out radially in a
seaward direction. The lateral extent of the
ebb-delta sand body reaches about 20 km from
north to south and its transverse extent
reaches about 10 km westward. The lower
surface of the ebb-delta sand body is convex
downward, and the upper surface of the ebb
delta sand body is convex upward. A thick ebb
delta sand body was accumulated mainly by
filling of the main ebb channels and by
progradation of ebb-delta lobes. The calculated
volume of the ebb-delta sand body is about
1187 x 106 m 3 • Such an ebb-delta sand body may
be a very good reservoir rock if it is preserved.
(2) Megasedimentary structures of the pro
gradational ebb-delta lobe are clearly visible
on the shallow reflection seismic records,
although they show foresets with slopes of only
0.8°-1.5°.
(3) The Holocene-Pleistocene interface be
low the ebb-tidal delta is a stratigraphic
unconformity and is also the lower boundary of
the ebb-tidal delta. Below the southwestern
delta shoal (near Zuiderhaaks), the ebb-delta
sands are relatively thin due to the presence
of a relatively shallow Pleistocene surface
(Weichselian deposits underlain by Eemian
deposits). In the central part of the ebb-tidal
delta, ebb-delta sands were deposited directly
upon Eemian deposits, whereas to the north
Saalian glacial till underlies the ebb-delta sand
body.
(4) The results of this study reveal the
history of the development of the ebb-tidal
delta of Texel Inlet, which may be compared
with the reconstruction from historical maps
(cf. Schoorl, 1973).
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Chapter 8
PRESERVATION POTENTIAL OF EBB-TIDAL DELTA AND INLET SYSTEMS
IN RESPONSE TO SEA-LEVEL RISE: EXAMPLES

FROM THE DUTCH

WADDEN SEA

Abstract

The preservation potential of ebb-tidal delta and inlet deposits is discussed on the basis
of a study of Holocene deposits offshore of the West Frisian Islands. Inlet deposits with
the related ebb-delta deposits are found to have been partly preserved during the
Holocene transgression. The different sedimentary facies of ebb-tidal deltas and their
spatial relationship can be clearly recognized from characteristic reflection patterns on
the seismic records, e.g, fore sets formed by eastward migrating inlets, longitudinal
sections of inlet fills, the seaward-shallowing erosive base of the main ebb channels,
ebb-delta shoals and progradational ebb-delta foresets. The upper portion of the
ebb-delta deposits has been removed by shoreface erosion during the Holocene trans
gression.
The preservation potential of ebb-tidal delta and inlet deposits depends on the
positions of the ravinement surface (upper-boundary) and of the lower boundary surface
of the ebb-tidal delta system. The position of the ravinement surface is determined by
the maximum depth of shoreface erosion (the base of the regional shoreface) and the
rates of landward and upward shift of the shoreface. The lower boundary surface is
determined by the depth at the seaward limit of the active ebb-tidal delta and the
maximum depth of channel scour within the ebb-tidal delta. They are generally related
to: (1) the rate of relative sea-level change, (2) the rate of sediment supply, (3) the
open marine wave and current energy, and (4) the tidal prism through the tidal inlet. A
high rate of relative sea-level rise, a high sediment supply, a low wave energy and a
large tidal volume through the inlet tend to produce a shallow ravinement surface and a
deep lower boundary surface. In such cases the preservation potential for the related
ebb-delta deposits is high.
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Introduction
Preservation of coastal deposits during transgressions, especially the Holocene transgres
sion, has been studied for more than a century, mostly with respect to the evolution of
barrier islands. Hypotheses about the processes of landward migration of barrier islands
include continuous shoreface retreat (Johnson, 1919; Swift, 1975), and in-place drowning
(Sanders and Kumar, 1975; Rampino and Sanders, 1981). Recent research (Belknap and
Kraft, 1985; Hine and Snyder, 1985; Niedoroda et a1., 1985 and Kraft et a1.; 1987) has
shown that the preservation potential of shoreface deposits during the Holocene
transgression was very low. Investigations on the U.S. Atlantic inner shelf revealed the
presence of mostly Holocene lagoonal deposits and probable inlet-fills in the subsurface
(Field, 1980; Panageotou and Leatherman, 1986). No ebb-delta deposits and barrier
shoreline deposits have been found there. Hine and Snyder (1985) found that even
inlet-channel deposits on the U.S. Atlantic inner shelf are uncommon as the result of
erosion during the Holocene rise of sea-level. Belknap and Kraft (1985) stated that only
the deeper ponions of the Holocene sequence of the Delaware barrier systems, especial
ly in antecedent valleys, have a chance of being preserved at the present rate of sea
level rise and with a 10 m-deep shoreface scour (maximum depth of shoreface erosion).
\
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Figure 1. Dutch Frisian Islands with the locations of study areas and of figures 2, 8, Il and 12. The
black dots indicate locations where Holocene peat layers were found at a depth between 6.5 m - 8 m
below MSL (el< age: 5000-5500 years BP, van Staalduinen, 1977).
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These studies are largely based on theories of shoreface retreat (Bruun, 1962), and of
the resulting ravinement surface (Swift, 1968) in response to a relative sea-level rise.
The process of landward displacement of the shoreface due to a relative sea-level rise
has been much discussed, e.g., Bruun (1962), Schwartz (1967), Everts (1978, 1987) and
Wiersma (1987). Everts (1987) defined the shoreface as being the concave-up and
landward-steepening part of the sea floor closest to the shore, which retreats landward
and shifts upward as the sea-level rises. The maximum depth of erosion produces the
base of the shoreface at the seaward limit. The landward-retreating shoreface planes off
the upper portion of the marginal marine deposits (e.g., lagoon and barrier island) down
to this erosional base and thus forms an erosional surface, called the ravinement surface.
This surface is subsequently covered by shelf deposits (often reworked Pleistocene)
(Swift, 1968; Penland et aI., 1985; Nummedal and Swift, 1987), and thus is diachronous
(Numrnedal and Swift, 1987).
Little attention has been paid to the preservation potential of ebb-tidal deltas during
transgressions and relative sea-level rise. This aspect may have been ignored because of
the idea that ebb-tidal deltas are completely eroded by shoreface retreat during a rise of
sea-level and/or upon migration of the tidal inlets along the coast (Kumar, 1978).
However preserved Holocene ebb-delta deposits are seen along the Dutch coast.
In this paper, Holocene examples of ebb-tidal delta and inlet deposits along the
North Sea coast of the Dutch Wadden Sea (Fig. 1) are studied and the conditions for
their preservation are discussed. The discussion addresses the factors influencing the
preservation potential of ebb-delta and inlet deposits.

Early Holocene Ebb-Delta and Inlet Deposits Offshore of TerschelIing
Borehole Data
Stratigraphic positions are interpreted on the basis of 4 offshore boreholes Tl-T4 (Figs.
2 and 3) and onshore stratigraphic information of the subsurface of Terschelling Island
(van Staalduinen, 1977). Boreholes Tl-T4 shows relatively thick Holocene marine sands
(mean grain size 140 Il - 200 Il) with faunas (e.g., Cardium edule, Spisula sp., Spisula

elliptica, Spisula subtruncata, Donax vittatus, juvenile specimens of Cardium edule and
Spisula sp., Macoma balthica, Mytilus edulis) (Fig. 3) strongly indicating a littoral origin
(coastal and tidal flat) (Spaink, 1958). Some lagoonal species might have been brought
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into the coastal area or the inlet by tidal currents as occurs at present in the inlets of
Texel, Terschelling and Ameland. No exact dating was carried out on these borehole
samples, but dating has been done by the geological survey of the Netherlands in the
same formations in the North Sea and on Terschelling Island. These Holocene deposits
lie directly upon Pleistocene Eemian deposits with a characteristically different fauna
(Divaricella divaricata) (Spaink, 1958) at depths between 28 m and 35 m below MSL
(Fig. 3). This depth generally increases in the seaward direction. Below Terschelling
Island, Holocene coastal and tidal flat deposits lie on a relatively thin layer of Eemian
marine deposits. mostly at a depth of 28 m below MSL (van Staalduinen, 1977). Below
the Eemian marine deposits Saalian glacial till is present (van Staalduinen, 1977). Thus,
the continuous reflector often found on the seismic lines at a depth of about 28 - 32 m
below MSL (Fig. 4) is interpreted as the boundary between Eemian and Holocene
deposits and Unit 5 (Fig. 4) as Saalian deposits. The deep Holocene/Pleistocene
interface in both onshore and offshore boreholes, and the only local presence of
Weichselian deposits (Fig. 4) indicate the possible occurrence of former inlets, which
have scoured deeply into the substratum.
~WE
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Figure 2. Offshore morphological map off the Terschelling coast showing the locations of boreholes
(fl-T4) and seismic lines presented in the paper (for location, see Fig. 1).
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Seismic Records
Seismic profiles of about 150 km length were obtained offshore of Terschelling in 1987
with a Boomer system and an EPC graphic recorder (Fig. 2). Offshore borehole data
and regional stratigraphic data (Fig. 2) were used for the stratigraphic interpretation of
these seismic lines. The shore-normal seismic profile A-B (Fig. 4a) shows 5 different
units. Unit 1, at the landward part of the section, shows a channel-fill pattern (Figs. 4a
and b). The channel cuts the horizontal reflectors at the landward side (Figs. 4a and b).
In the seaward direction, the channel fill climbs up the erosive base and disappears, Le.,
it becomes chaotic (Fig. 4a). Farther to the north the base of this seismic unit descends
with seaward-dipping, low-angle reflectors interpreted as ebb-delta foresets. This seismic
unit is covered by Unit 2 at the seaward side. Unit 2 pinches out in the landward
direction against the seaward-dipping reflectors of Unit 1. Units 3-5 below have been
exposed in the former channel shown in the left of figure 4a (Unit 1). The geometry of
the reflection patterns in Unit 1 is typical for tidal inlet systems in a longitudinal
section. The main ebb channel becomes shallower seaward as shown by the erosive
channel bottom. It is shallowest near the ebb-delta shoal. The ebb-delta shoal deposits
are represented by a chaotic reflection pattern without clear layering. It represents
homogeneous sand strongly reworked by tidal and wave action in a transitional zone at
the seaward end of the main ebb channel (cf. Chapter 6).
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Figure 3. Summarized stratigraphical data from borehole Tl-T4. Depth is based on Tl. (data by courtesy
of the Dutch Geological Survey)
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A lense of old deposits (probably of Weichselian age, unit 3 in Fig. 4a) is preserved
below the ebb-delta shoal. The seaward-dipping and deepening foresets were produced
by progradational ebb-delta lobes. This facies and stratigraphic setting is very similar to
that found in the active ebb-tidal delta of Texel Inlet (Sha, 1989). Line ZB-ZC crossing
Line A-B (Fig. 2) shows that eastward dipping foresets show a transition towards a
concave-upward channel fill in the eastward direction (at the crossing point with line A
B). This means that the channel shown along Line A-B was filled up vertically by sedi
mentation rather than by lateral migration of the inlet. Unit 4 and 5 must be of Bemian
and Saalian age respectively, considering the regional stratigraphic data and borehole
data discussed above. The boundary between Unit 1 and Unit 2 is most probably a
ravinement surface covered by open marine deposits of Unit 2, reworked from older
deposits and from the retreating shoreface. The channel-fill deposits exposed on the sea
floor along the landward part of the section are still subject to erosion.
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Figure 5 shows large, low-angle, east-/northeastward dipping reflectors. The slope of
these reflectors ranges from 2° to 3°, which is comparable with the slopes of the depo
sitional sides of the modem inlet channels (Texel and Ameland Inlets). This inclined
reflection pattern is interpreted as having been formed by a laterally eastward migrating
former Holocene inlet. It is not the same inlet as that of figure 4 because the seismic
lines show no connection between the two. Two shore-normal seismic lines K-L (Fig. 6)
and M-N (Fig. 7), connected to Line C-D, show similar features as figure 4. Seaward
progradational foresets and channel fill structures are present just seaward of Line C-D
(Figs. 6 and 7). The channel becomes shallower against an erosive base in the seaward
direction. A chaotic reflection pattern appears seaward of the channel fill, where the
erosive base is shallowest (Fig. 6). Farther seaward low-angle, seaward-dipping fore sets
occur (Figs. 6a and 7). At the landward side of the channel fill reflectors gradually
become horizontal and slightly dip landward (Figs. 6a and 7). These more or less
horizontal reflectors (slightly convex-upward) are interpreted as part of the former
barrier island migrating into the inlet. In the perpendicular direction (seismic line C-D
parallel to the coast, Fig. 5) they show relatively steep foresets (2°_3°). The seaward
progradational foresets and channel fill structures immediately seaward of the horizontal
reflectors must also be the result of eastward migration of the barrier island and the
gradually filling up of'the main ebb channel as the whole system moved to the east.
The erosive base marks the top of the Pleistocene scoured by the seaward extending
and shallowing main ebb channel (Figs. 6a and 7). Progradational ebb-delta lobes form
low-angle foresets (Figs. 6a and 7). These foresets have a slope of about 1 degree,
comparable with the slope of the recent ebb-delta front (Sha, 1989). The -20 m contour
on the sea floor offshore of eastern Terschelling indeed shows a clear resemblance to
the configuration of an ebb-tidal delta (Fig. 2). The above data support the existence of
the remnants of large, former Holocene ebb-tidal deltas. These Holocene ebb-delta and
inlet deposits are largely exposed on the lower shoreface and have been subjected to
reworking since the last few thousands years, but, under the present conditions, the
lower portion of the ebb-tidal deltas, which are outlined by the -20 m contour, will be
preserved because the present shoreface erosion base is at -15 m MSL (Fig. 8).
The occurrence of the above-mentioned, preserved, large, Holocene inlet and ebb
tidal delta deposits requires the presence of barrier islands with a relatively large
drainage area behind. It was suggested (Jelgersma, 1961; Zagwijn, 1986; Jelgersma et
aI., 1979) that the Holocene barrier islands as well as the inlets along the Dutch coast
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fonned during a slowdown of the Holocene sea-level rise about 5000 years BP. Early
Holocene peat in the western part of the Wadden Sea extends landward and upward as
a result of the sea-level rise. At a depth of -6.5 m to -8 m MSL, a peat layer dated
about 5000 years BP is fairly widespread in the Wadden Sea (Van Staalduinen, 1977),
which indicates a reduction in the rate of sea-level rise, and barrier islands protecting
the Wadden Sea. If this is about the time of fonnation of the relict Holocene ebb-delta
and inlet deposits offshore of Terschelling, the sea level at that time was at 6.5 m - 8m
below the present mean sea level. The present -20 m contour was thus at -13.5 m to
-12 m at that time, which implies a 1.5 m - 3 m smaller depth as compared to the
present base of shoreface erosion (Fig. 8). This difference was possibly caused by a
lower wave energy.
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Figure 7. Line interpretation of seismic line M-N (for location, see Fig. 2).
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Preservation Potential of ebb-tidal deltas
The above examples show that the partly preserved ebb-delta and inlet deposits are
bounded by two surfaces: (1) the upper, ravinement surface and (2) the lower boundary
surface. The ravinement surface is formed during shoreface retreat and determined by the
ratio between upward shift and landward retreat of the shoreface, and the maximum
depth of shoreface erosion. The lower boundary surface is formed by the seaward
extension and downward channel scour of the ebb-tidal delta. These processes are
generally controlled by many factors, e.g., rate of relative sea-level rise, rate of sediment
supply, open marine processes and tidal prism through inlets (Fig. 9).
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Ratio between upward and landward shift of the shoreface
The regional shelf slope determines a constant ratio between the rates of upward shift
and landward retreat of the shoreline, and thus of the slope of the ravinement surface if
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an equilibrium profile is reached immediately. The rate of relative sea-level rise controls
the rates of landward and upward shoreface shift. In many cases, equilibrium conditions
are not met. Lack of sediment supply and relatively high wave energy will accelerate
erosion, and thus the rate of landward shift of the shoreface. The ratio (R) between
upward and landward shoreface shift can be described by:
SR
R = ----------------------

SR

* ctan a

+E

SR: rate of relative sea-level rise;
a: angle of the regional shelf slope;

E: rate of erosion caused by lack of sediment.
Rates of these processes are used here because the time factor is important.
If E is zero, R equals to tan a. This is an equilibrium condition. If SR is zero, R is
zero, and if erosion dominates the sediment supply, the shoreface retreats, and the
ravinement surface is horizontal. The shoreface retreat is caused totally by erosion (E)
and redeposition to other places. Figure lOa represents such a condition: the ebb-tidal
delta is abandoned, and will be largely eroded if sufficient time for erosion is available.
If sealevel rises (Fig. lOb), the abandoned ebb-tidal delta will be eroded by a ravinement
surface with a slope smaller than a because erosion (E) is present.
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On the other hand in case of high and continuous sediment supply (accretion of
sediment: E<O) the vertical buildup of the ebb-tidal delta keeps pace with sea-level rise
(Fig. lOc) or the whole system even progrades. The resultant ravinement surface has a
slope greater than n, or, no ravinement surface will occur because the ebb-tidal delta
system progrades. Thus high rate of sealevel rise, and low erosion rate (high sediment
supply and low wave energy) will cause a high preservation potential for ebb-tidal deltas.
It must be noted that in the above examples n, the angle of the regional shelf slope
is not exactly constant, but is to some degree influenced by redeposition of sands eroded
from the shoreface and by sealevel changes.

Relation between maximum depth of shoreface erosion and depth of ebb-tidal deltas at
their seaward limit
Regional open-marine processes control the maximum depth of shoreface erosion; the
higher the energy, the greater the depth. For example, Texel Inlet is directly under the
attack of waves from the northwest. These waves are strong because of the long fetch.
Therefore, shoreface erosion is deep (25 m) (Fig. 11), and the ebb-delta front of Texel
Inlet is subject to erosion down to -25 m MSL (Fig. 12). A high rate of sediment
supply and a large tidal prism through inlets tend to build a large ebb-tidal delta
extending far seaward. Wave attack can limit the seaward extent of the ebb-tidal delta.
The seaward and downward extent of an ebb-tidal delta beyond the depth of shoreface
erosion actually determines the preservation potential of the distal prograding ebb-delta
lobe. In figure lOa and b, the depth at the seaward limit of the ebb-tidal delta is greater
than the depth of shoreface erosion. Thus part of the ebb-delta lobe will be preserved
below the ravinement surface. The ebb-delta deposits offshore of Terschelling must have
been preserved due to such conditions. If the depth of the seaward and downward
extent of an ebb-tidal delta is above the maximum depth of shoreface erosion, the distal
part of the ebb-delta deposits will be generally completely eroded during a trans
gression. This must be one of the reasons why preserved ebb-tidal delta and inlet
deposits are not commonly found on the U.S. North Atlantic inner shelf.
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Depth of inlet channel scour
A large tidal volume passing through an inlet tends to form large and deep channels

(cf. Chapter 2). These deep portions of the ebb-tidal delta and inlet system have a high
preservation potential. The preserved ebb-delta and inlet deposits offshore of Terschel
ling have thick channel fills (at least 15 m, the original thickness, before erosion, may
have been the double), as shown on the seismic profiles (Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7). They
indicate that the tidal prism through these former inlet channels was large (about 400 x
106 m3 as compared to the present-day inlets, cf. Chapter 2) producing a deep scouring

of the inlet channel and a good chance for preservation of the inlet fill.

Change of variables
In a short period of time, variables can change due to closure and shift of inlets.
Frequent shifts of an inlet and the related ebb-delta lobe will cause the remnants of
previous ebb-delta lobes to be covered by new ones.
In the long run, the rate of relative sea-level rise, the rate of sediment supply, the
open-marine processes and the tidal volume through inlets may change due to opening
or closure of other inlets, local tectonic processes, global sea-level changes, and
artificial reclamation of land in the back-barrier environment. Thus, the preservation
potential changes (Fig. 9).

Conclusion
Examples from offshore Terschelling show preserved ebb-delta and inlet deposits.
Deposits of inlet channels, ebb-delta shoals and distal ebb-delta lobes are identified on
shallow seismic records. The ebb-delta lobes show seaward-dipping, low-angle foresets.
The ebb-delta shoals show homogeneous sediments without clear layering. The fossil
inlet channels show large scale, relatively high-angle (2°_3°), eastward dipping foresets
along seismic lines parallel to the coast. Concave upward and seaward-prograding
channel fill patterns are shown along the shore-normal seismic lines. They indicate the
different stages of a laterally migrating inlet. The base of the inlet and ebb-delta system
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often shows an erosional unconfonnity rising in the seaward direction, and reflecting a
maximum of erosion by tidal channels close to the inlet (Figs. 6 and 7).
Preserved ebb-delta and inlet deposits in transgressive sequences are bounded by the
lower boundary surface and the upper, ravinement surface. The higher the ravinement
surface, the higher the preservation potential is. The position and slope of the ravine
ment surface are determined by the maximum depth of shoreface erosion (the base of
the regional shoreface), the rate of sealevel rise and the supply of sediment. The lower
boundary surface is detennined by the depth of seaward and downward extent of the
active ebb-tidal delta and the maximum depth of channel scour in the ebb-tidal delta.
Both boundaries are controlled by many factors, e.g, the rate of relative sea-level rise,
the rate of sediment supply, the wave and current energy, and the tidal prism through
the inlets. A high rate of relative sea-level rise, a high sediment supply, a low wave
energy and a large tidal volume through the inlet tend to produce a shallow ravinement
surface and a deep lower boundary surface. This means a high preservation potential for
the related ebb-delta deposits.
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Chapter 9
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Reconstruction of the historical morphological evolution of the ebb-tidal delta of Texel
Inlet clearly reveals a cyclic pattern. This cyclic pattern involves a great extension of
the main ebb channel, the formation of a large ebb-delta shoal, onshore migration of the
shoal, clockwise rotation of the marginal flood channel north of the inlet and attachment
of the shoal to Texel Island (Fig. 13 of Chapter 3). This model, described in chapter 3,
is confmned by the historical data reviewed in chapter 2. At least four similar mor
phological cycles with different periods are found in the ebb-tidal delta for the period
since the 16th century. In chapter 2 it is also discussed that since the 16th century, the
tidal prism through the inlet increased significantly. Therefore the ebb-tidal delta must
have been relatively more wave-influenced initially and have become more and more
tide-dominated since then. Before about 1770, the main ebb channels were oriented to
the northwest (Fig. 12 in Chapter 2). They rotated clockwise and degenerated into
marginal flood channels as a new main ebb channel developed to the west. After about
1770, the main ebb channels extended towards the southwest (Fig. 14 in Chapter 2).
The historical development of the ebb-delta morphology in relation to the changing
tidal prism, demonstrated in chapter 2, actually corroborates the results of chapter 5.
Thus the model for differences of the morphology of different modern ebb-tidal deltas
can also serve as a model for the morphological change of an ebb-tidal delta in
response to changes of the dynamic regime through time.
In the southern part of the Texel ebb-tidal delta, sands are generally transported
seaward through a series of ebb-dominated channels, and subsequently they are partly
carried northward along the ebb-tidal-delta front. Partly they contribute

to

the pro

gradation of the active ebb-delta lobe. In the northern part of the ebb-tidal delta, sands
move onshore under the influence of waves and tidal currents (Fig. 9 of Chapter 4).
They accumulate on the shoal and partly return to the main ebb channel through the
northern flood-dominated channeL
The sediment transport model presented concerns large-scale, general and qualita
tive aspects of the ebb-tidal deltas along the Frisian coast. Of course, on a detailed
scale, the processes of erosion, transport and redeposition are very complicated, but
considering the available data and the objectives of this research the focus has been put
on a qualitative approach in order to characterize the internal build up of ebb-tidal
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deltas and to investigate the possibility of their preservation.
The model, proposed in chapter 4, differs from models proposed for other areas
because Texel Inlet is strongly controlled by the interaction of tidal currents through the
inlet and marine tidal currents parallel to the coast (Fig. 10 of Chapter 4). This inter
action produces bidirectional tidal currents and a net seaward sediment transport in the
southern part of the ebb-tidal delta, and a rotational tidal current pattern and flood
dominated sand transport in the northern part. In fact, this is the main reason for the
aberrantly asymmetrical ebb-delta morphology along the West Frisian Islands as
compared to systems described from other places, e.g., the East Frisian Islands. In
general, the tidal prism through the inlets decreases from the west to the east along the
West and East Frisian Islands. Therefore, the relative importance of tidal currents in
comparison to the importance of waves in different inlets decreases in this direction.
Thus, large inlets along the West Frisian Islands are dominated by the interaction of
inlet tidal currents with marine tidal currents parallel to the coast. This promotes the
development of a main ebb channel to the west (or to the southwest in case of Texel
Inlet). Small inlets along the East Frisian Islands as well as along the West Frisian
Islands are dominated by wave-induced, eastward-directed longshore drift, which forces
the main ebb channel and the ebb-tidal deltas to be oriented more to the east.
On the basis of grain size distribution and primary sedimentary structures,
sediments in the ebb-tidal delta can be divided into wave- and tide-influenced ones. The
character of these sediments is indicative for the channel, swash platform and swash
bar, distal ebb-delta lobe and inner shelf environments. A special type of storm deposit
characterizes the transitional zone between areas dominated by waves and by tidal
currents at the seaward limit of the main ebb channel (mouth bar). Distribution of mud
drapes and other sedimentary structures, directions of cross-bedded sedimentary
structures, and distribution of mean grain sizes are closely related to tidal current
patterns and sand transport patterns in the ebb-tidal delta. By combining the areal
distribution of surface-sediment characteristics with the morphodynamic processes, three
schematic models are presented for sedimentary sequences formed by a migrating inlet,
by progradational ebb-delta lobes, and by abandonment of an ebb-delta lobe (Chapter 6).
The ebb-tidal delta of Texel Inlet contains about 1200 x 106 m3 of sand. It is thick
at places where the former main ebb channel was located and where the ebb-delta lobe
prograded (Fig. 19 of Chapter 7). The geometry and volume of the ebb-delta sand body
is defined by the surface topography and the lower bounding surface. The lower
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bounding surface of the ebb-tidal delta is a stratigraphic unconformity fonned by
erosion by migrating channels in the ebb-tidal delta. Below this unconformity, from
south to north, Weichselian, Eemian and Saalian deposits occur. Progradational foresets
of the ebb-delta lobe are visible on seismic profiles (Fig. 14 of Chapter 7). The three
dimensional architecture of the ebb-tidal delta, thus reconstructed, can serve as a good
example for reservoir modelling.
It was shown that ebb-delta deposits can be partly preserved during a transgression
when the ebb-tidal delta extends seaward and downward beyond the maximum erosional
depth of the regional shoreface. The upper portion of ebb-delta deposits will be
removed by erosion during shoreface retreat. On seismic profiles, the preserved
ebb-delta/inlet deposits show the low-angle foresets of the seaward prograding ebb-delta
lobe, the low-angle inclined beds fonned by the laterally migrating inlet, and long
itudinal channel-fill structures (Figs. 4, 5 and 6 of Chapter 8). The preservation potential
of ebb-tidal deltas during transgressions is defined by the ravinement surface fonned
during shoreface retreat above and by the lower bounding surface of the ebb-tidal delta
below (Fig. 9 of Chapter 8). Eventually the ravinement surface above and the bounding
surface below, and thus the preserved volume of ebb-delta sediments, depend on the
rate of relative sea-level rise, the rate of sediment supply, the wave energy and the tidal
prism through the related inlet.
In conclusion, coming back to the three main problems discussed in the introduction:
(1) Previous models are not omni-representative, because the effect of the interaction of
tidal currents through inlets with marine tidal currents parallel to the coast was not
considered previously, and because the tidal range rather than the tidal prism was
considered to be a main factor.
(2) Sedimentary sequences of ebb-tidal deltas have been represented and summarized in
three schematic sequences representing the products of migrating inlets, active
ebb-delta lobes (regression), and swash platfonns / abandoned ebb-delta lobes
(transgression).
(3) Ebb-delta deposits with characteristic internal structures can be preserved in a
transgressive sequence, fonned during a relative rise of sea-level under favourable
conditions of the various controlling factors.
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